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This research investigates the warehousing operations of internet retailers. The primary 
physical process in internet retail is fulfillment, which typically involves a large internet 
fulfillment warehouse (IFW) that has been built and designed exclusively for online sales 
and an accompanying parcel delivery network. Based on observational studies of IFW 
operations at a leading internet retailer, the investigations find that traditional warehousing 
methods are being replaced by new methods which better leverage information technology 
and efficiently serve the new internet retail driven supply chain economy. Traditional 
methods assume a warehouse moves bulk volumes to retail points where the bulks get 
broken down into individual items and sold. But in internet retail all the middle elements 
of a supply chain are combined into the IFW. Specifically, six key structural 
differentiations between traditional and IFW operations are identified: (i) explosive storage 
policy (ii) very large number of beehive storage locations (iii) bins with commingled SKUs 
(iv) immediate order fulfillment (v) short picking routes with single unit picks and (vi) high 
transaction volumes with total digital control. In combination, these have the effect of 
organizing the entire IFW warehouse like a forward picking area. Several models to 
describe and control IFW operations are developed and optimized. For IFWs the primary 
performance metric is order fulfillment time, the interval between order receipt and 
shipment, with a target of less than four hours to allow for same day shipment. Central to 
achieving this objective is an explosive storage policy which is defined as: An incoming 
 
 
bulk SKU is exploded into E storage lots such that no lot contains more than 10% of the 
received quantity, the lots are then stored in E  locations anywhere in the warehouse without 
preset restrictions. The explosion ratio Ψo is introduced that measures the dispersion 
density, and show that in a randomized storage warehouse Ψo <0.01, whereas in an IFW 
the likely range is Ψo>0.40. 
Specific research objectives that are accomplished: (i) Develope a descriptive and 
prescriptive model for the control of IFW product flows identifying control variables and 
parameters and their relationship to the fulfillment time performance objective, (ii) Use a 
simulation analysis and baseline or greedy storage and picking algorithms to confirm that 
fulfillment time is a convex function of E and sensitive to Ǩ, the pick list size.  For an 
experimental problem the fulfillment time decrease by 7% and 16% for explosion ratios 
ranging between Ψo=0.1 and 0.8, confirming the benefits of an explosive strategy,  (iii) 
Develope the Bin Weighted Order Fillability (BWOF) heuristic, a fast order picking 
algorithm which estimates the number of pending orders than can be filled from a specific 
bin location. For small problems (120 orders) the BWOF performes well against an optimal 
assignment. For 45 test problems the BWOF matches the optimal in 28 cases and within 
10% in five cases. For the large simulation experimental problems the BWOF heuristic 
further reduces fulfillment time by 18% for Ǩ =13, 27% for Ǩ =15 and 39% for Ǩ =17. 
The best fulfillment times are achieved at Ψo=0.5, allowing for additional benefits from 
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This research investigates the warehousing operations of internet retailers. Central to these 
operations are fulfillment centers which receive customer orders and then retrieve, package 
and ship the items to the customer. While fulfillment centers are not a new or novel concept 
in themselves, this research will show that these new class of warehouse is structurally and 
operationally quite different from traditional warehousing configurations and fulfillment 
methods. This new class is labelled as internet fulfillment warehouses (IFWs), and 
described as facilities that have been designed and built exclusively for satisfying online 
retail sales.  
U.S online retail sales as a percent of total retail sales have risen from 2.8% in 2006 
to 7.2% in 2015 (Dept. of Commerce, 2015), of which less than 20% is currently fulfilled 
from am IFW. The current research literature on online commerce is primarily focused on 
the retailing side (Brynjolfsson et al, 2013, Verhoef et al 2015, Chen and Leteney, 2000), 
and with only limited reported work on the physical fulfillment side. Acimovic and Graves 
(2015) find that fulfillment warehouses are unique to online retail, and involve picking, 
packing, and shipping in rapid succession. 
Warehousing is the main pillar of retailing with a major role in supply chain. Market 
competition and fast evolving technologies, require companies to look for new ways to 
reach customers more efficiently. In the past decade we have witnessed major changes in 
consumers’ shopping habits. As trust was built with online retailers, many brick and mortar 
retailers assumed early on that simply offering products online, and fulfilling them from 
their traditional warehouses or store inventory was a sufficient solution.  
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1.1 Research Motivation 
We live in an era where time is limited. Why waste it shopping when we can have our 
items delivered to our doorstep instead of wasting time and money commuting? This new 
trend in shopping definitely makes our life easier as consumers. The key factors in making 
a decision when purchasing a particular item are price, convenience and time. On the 
opposite side of the market, companies must relentlessly work to attract customers, as well 
as deal with market pressure to be more competitive. The best option for retailers is to 
minimize costs and order fulfillment times. But how successful can it be? The traditional 
warehousing methods are developed assuming a warehouse is in between producer and 
retailer. It was developed to move the bulk of items to places where it gets broken down 
into individual items and sold. An online store is where all the middle elements of a supply 
chain are combined into one. The intent of this research is to answer this question and 
develop a better responding system for e-retailers’ warehouses that are referred to as 
“Internet Fulfillment Warehouses” (IFWs). 
There is a small number of companies that realized this issue early and modified 
their operations accordingly. However, most retailers fail to see why traditional 
warehousing practices that are effective in retail stores do not perform so well online.  
There have been many empirical studies about e-retailing practices and effects. 
Price, trust and loyalty comparisons between brick and mortar stores and online stores are 
the most common topics discussed. However there is little research that quantitatively 
investigates the issue for improving warehousing operations and shortening order 
fulfillment time. Existing literature assumes that travel time optimization is the best way 
to shorten response time to a customer. The goal of this dissertation is to analyze IFWs and 
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optimize actual order fulfillment times which starts with the arrival of a customer order 
and ends when that specific order is shipped. 
Realizing the gap in the existing literature about warehousing methods for the next 
generation of online retailing, the intent is to investigate the issue further and open doors 
to a large area for future researchers who could solve many problems which may or may 
not have been identified by e-retailers yet. 
Specific research that is proposed in this study is: (i) To develop a descriptive and 
prescriptive model for the control of IFW product and decision flows by identifying key 
IFW differentiators, decision variables and parameters, as well as the performance 
objective (ii) To obtain a simulation based confirmation of Performance Advantages of 
Explosive Storage Policy using  baseline (or greedy) storage and picking algorithms where 
order fulfillment time superiority of explosive storage is investigated to demonstrate that 
fulfillment time is a convex function of an explosion ratio Ψ which is sensitive to pick list 
size (iii) To develop advanced order picking heuristics to minimize fulfillment time the list 
of candidate picks is rather large, and the solution space is described by the product of 
pending orders and active inventory locations. Fast heuristics were developed to determine 
which orders to serve in the next pick list and which storage locations to fulfill the orders 
from. 
 
1.2 Amazon Class Fulfillment Centers 
Amazon is the leading company known for developing and managing IFWs successfully. 
In fact, they are the first company to call these class warehouses as “fulfillment centers”. 
Currently, Amazon operates over 390 active distribution facilities around the world 
including IFWs, return centers, specialty centers, and redistribution centers. These facilities 
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total over 140 Million square feet of space with over 250,000 employees. Amazon started 
with two Fulfillment Centers (FCs) in Seattle and Delaware. The original 93,000 square 
foot Seattle facility that is mainly manually operated currently seems tiny relative to most 
of the new fulfillment centers being built. Today, an average size Amazon Fulfillment 
Center is over a million square feet. The figure below shows a size and procedure 
comparison between classical warehouses and chaotic IFWs. 
 
 
        Figure 1.1 Amazon fulfillment center. 
         Source: Adrian Maties, “Amazon to open fulfillment center in Baltimore next year, create 1,000  
         full-time jobs.”  
         https://www.cpexecutive.com/post/amazon-to-open-fulfillment-center-in-baltimore-next-year-create- 
         1000-full-time-jobs/ accessed April 30, 2017. 
 
One of the fulfillment centers we visited is a 1.2 million sq. ft. Fulfillment Center 
in Indiana, named SDF8, which of their 30 million SKUs 90% is apparel, 5% is shoes and 
5% is accessories. A storage unit in SDF8 consists of a small closet with hanging bars or 
cardboard drawers. Operations in Amazon can be divided into three sub-operations: (i) 
Inbound shipment, (ii) Picking and Packing, and (iii) Outbound shipment. This dissertation 
focuses on the first two operations.  
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Inbound operations is receipt of goods in the Fulfillment Center from either trusted 
sellers or others. Trucks arrive with boxes of single or bulk items that workers open, 
inspect, scan, and put into barcoded totes. Conveyor belts route the totes to different zones 
of the warehouse, where stockers unload them, and place them randomly into the first 
available slot in the zone, where they match the barcode with the storage unit. Each shelf 
is divided into bins. The location of every single item in the Fulfillment Center is known, 
and can be tracked by computers at any time. Items are shelved randomly where they fit, 
however, more effective use of storage units is achieved with digital control. SKUs are 
stocked in many bins throughout the warehouse that make them more accessible to pickers 
thus reducing worker travel distance.  
 
All pickers have handheld scanners, which are carried on the “pick mod”. The 
scanners direct the workers to the bin where the ordered items are stored. Meanwhile a red 
Figure 1.2 Inbound operations at Amazon. 
Source: Marcus Wohlsen “A rare peek inside amazon’s massive wish-fulfilling machine.” 
https://www.wired.com/2014/06/inside-amazon-warehouse/#slide-1 accessed April 30, 2017. 
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light attached to the storage location blinks to make the bin more visible.  The items are 
picked, scanned, and then placed into a tote, which is also scanned. When a tote is filled, it 
travels along a conveyor system made up of ramps, long straightaways, and towering 
corkscrews to be prepped for shipment.  
 
 
           Source: Marcus Wohlsen “A rare peek inside amazon’s massive wish-fulfilling machine.” 
           https://www.wired.com/2014/06/inside-amazon-warehouse/#slide-7 accessed April 30, 2017. 
 
Starting from 2012, Amazon purchased robots made by Kiva Systems spending $775 
million to better handle largescale worldwide orders. With this technology, instead of 
roaming around and browsing for the items, pickers stand in their stations and collect the 
items that robots fetch along with the entire pod. Robots are also used for stocking.  




    Source: Emmanuel Amberber, “How amazon’s Kiva robots shorten order fulfillment time  
    – 30 minutes instead of hours.” 
    https://yourstory.com/2014/12/amazon-kiva-robots/ accessed April 30, 2017. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
The current IFW knowledge base is limited to a small group of companies, and to one 
company in particular, Amazon (Lang et al., 2012). Since this knowledge is proprietary the 
depth and complexity is unknown to the research community. The inability of physical 
retailers with traditional distribution operations to effectively achieve the speed and 
efficiency of IFWs is now well recognized. There is an immediate need for detailed 
analytical models which describe the flow of operations and prescribe key control decisions 
for IFWs. This broad based open knowledge will allow the wider development of new and 
powerful models for the design of the internet driven retail economy. A clear identification 
of IFW modelling differentiators is needed to convert traditional bulk warehousing to unit 
level fulfillment. 
Figure 1.4 Automated technology for Amazon. 
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1.4 Research Objectives and Accomplishments 
   Develop Descriptive and Prescriptive Models for the Control of IFW 
Operations  
 
Internet retail is generally described as the online marketing and sale of products directly 
to the consumer. We find that fulfillment operations in an internet retail environment are 
structured differently. The data for identifying these differences originated from the 
observational studies which was collected only viewing the operations. No access to 
operational data or descriptions of control logic were available to the study. The initial 
reactions from these visits were that the warehouses were operating in a seemingly chaotic 
mode, and the operations were quite unlike traditional warehousing practices (Bartholdi 
and Hackman, 2014; Tompkins et al, 2010). Further analysis, though, revealed to us that 
the warehouses were actually highly efficient and at the frontlines of a new method and 
operating principle in warehouse design and control. Order fulfillment time is defined as 
the interval between order receipt and shipment. 
Accomplishments: 
An analysis of the observational study allowed us to identify and describe key 
differentiators of IFW operations. The two differentiators found to be the most essential 
elements are explosive storage policy and immediate fulfillment objective. The 
differentiators are then used to identify decision variables, parameters and performance 
indicators that characterize IFWs in order to develop and formulate descriptive and 
prescriptive analytical models for the control of IFW operations. The models include a 
stocking algorithm called Uniform Random Stocking List Algorithm that is unique to the 
explosive storage policy and a basic picking algorithm called Narrow Band Order Picking 
Algorithm (NBOP) which serves the immediate fulfillment objective.  
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   Simulation Confirmation of Performance Advantages of Explosive 
Storage Policy 
 
 A key analytical question after building a mathematical model is what the likely 
fulfillment time performance advantages are. Using basic storage and picking algorithms 
the order fulfillment time superiority of explosive storage is investigated. Model size of the 
simulation is determined by (i) number of unique SKUs stored (ii) number of storage bin 
locations and (iii) number of daily customer orders. Explosive storage policy requires 
considerably more resources from both facility design and information technology context.  
Accomplishments: 
A simulation model is developed to analyze the performance behavior of linear fulfillment 
time. A complex system requires a large amount of input data and generates a large amount 
of output data. For that reason generic simulation packages will not be able to store the 
output data of these complex models in an organized and structured way. A data driven 
simulation model is built in MS-Access/VBA platform. The simulation is set up to evaluate 
the response of two control variables (i) explosion ratio of incoming bulk, (ii) maximum 
number of stops that a picker should make.  
IFW performance behavior is shown to be sensitive to the explosion ratio. Results 
show that increasing the explosion ratio can reduce linear fulfillment time by as much as 
16%, confirming that the IFW storage policy is advantageous. The results also show that 
fulfillment time behavior is convex as a function of explosion ratio. The NBOP Algorithm 
prescribes that Ψo = 0.8 provides the shortest fulfillment times across all pick list sizes, and 
optimal pick list size in a picklist Ǩ=13Both algorithms can be tweaked for further 
improvements. Based on the simulation results, it can be confidently concluded that 
explosive storage policy outperforms traditional warehousing practices in terms of 
fulfillment time, warehouse space and worker utilization.  
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   Develop Advanced Order Picking Algorithms to Minimize Fulfillment 
Time 
 
Since fulfillment time is linear, minimizing order fulfillment time is equivalent to 
minimizing the picker’s travel distance to complete a pick list similar to the traveling 
salesman model except priority is given to the earliest received orders. Ideally, one pick 
list can be fulfilled from one bin.  The decision variables are: which orders to serve in the 
next pick list and which storage locations to fulfill the orders from. 
In every period, the IFW receives thousands of orders to be fulfilled from a large 
number of bins that contain multiple items. The list of candidate picks is very large, and 
the solution space is described by the product of pending orders and the active inventory 
locations. Difficulty of a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) Problem is said to be 
measured by the number of binary variables. The IFW order picking problem is NP-hard, 
and the integer decision space is way too large to efficiently find an optimal solution.  
Accomplishments: 
A MIP problem is created that minimizes fulfillment time for every order by finding the 
best cluster of items to generate a pick list. Solution time of the MIP is unacceptably long 
if not impossible. Because of this difficulty, we approach the problem by heuristics to 
reduce the problem size. First, the problem is narrowed down without any loss of data by 
generating lists with (i) order elimination, (ii) bin selection. Also, two heuristic algorithms 
are developed to select a seed to reduce solution time. We call this advanced picking 
algorithm Bin Weighted Order Fillability (BWOF). The BWOF is first tested using 
OpenSolver in order to confirm improvement in fulfillment and solution time. Then, the 
initial picking algorithm NBOP it is replaced with the BWOF in the simulation and the 
results are compared. 
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Upon completing experiments using Open Solver, it is found that about 75% of the 
time the BWOF algorithms found the optimal within 10% in only a couple of seconds. For 
the cases that the BWOF couldn’t find the optimal, the solution is only slightly off from 
the optimal. In conclusion, the BWOF algorithm has successfully provided better solutions. 
 Simulation results lead us to an exciting finding about the optimal explosion rate. The 
BWOF algorithm suggests that optimal explosion ratio Ψo drops down to 0.5. The average 
gain from improving the NBOP to the BWOF is between 12% and 35%. For larger pick 
list sizes the BWOF algorithm reduces the average fulfillment times much as 50%. Besides 
fulfillment time advantages, this Ψo drop allows us to reduce labor costs in storage 
operations since higher explosion ratios require more handling in smaller quantities.  
 
1.5 Research Significance 
The shift to an internet economy is having significant effects on the design and operation 
of retail supply chains. Specifically, the disintermediation of a retail points of sale creates 
new paradigms and opportunities in order fulfillment. Currently, the bulk of the order 
fulfillment literature is based on bulk movements from distributor to retailer. In the new 
paradigm we see a complete elimination of the physical retailer, and bulk break-up 
occurring at the warehouse level. The demand of immediate fulfillment and bulk explosion 
require new structural models with a new set of operational objectives. This research 
develops these new models allowing for detailed and continuing research on the operations 
and decision making structure of IFWs. These advanced models are needed by both 
traditional omni-channel and purely internet retailers to realign with the new economy. 







2.1 Warehouse Storage Design 
A supply chain is the network of all the individuals, organizations, resources, activities, 
and technology involved in the creation and sale of a product or service, from the delivery 
of source materials from the supplier to the manufacturer, through the eventual delivery of 
the product or service to the end user. The three main flows of the supply chain are the 
product flow, the information flow, and the finances flow (Kahraman, Oztaysi 2014). For 
the product flow to be flawless, countless factors can be involved to be deliberately 
considered in every element of a supply chain. Perhaps the most effective factor is the 
design of a warehouse. 
 
 Product or Material Flows in the Warehouse Design 
 
Gu et al. (2007) analyze the material flow problem dividing it into two parts: warehouse 
design and warehouse operations. The warehouse design problem is classified into five 
major decisions: overall warehouse structure, sizing the warehouse and its departments, 
determining the detailed layout within each department, selecting warehouse equipment, 
and selecting operational strategies. Mohsen and Hassan (2002) lists the detailed decisions 
as follows: Specifying type and purpose of the warehouse, forecasting and analysis of the 
expected demand, establishing operating policies, determining inventory levels, class 
formation (if class based policies are used), departmentalization and general layout, storage 
partition, design of material handling, storage and sorting systems, design of aisles, 
determining space requirements, determining the number and location of I/O points, 
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determining the number and location of docks, arrangement of storage, and zone formation. 
Rouwenhorst et al. (2000) provided a graph representing strategic, tactical and operational 
level decisions:  
 
Figure 2.1 The strategic level: Long term decisions (5 years). 
             Source: Rouwenhorst, B., et al. (2000). "Warehouse design and control: Framework  




Figure 2.2 The tactical level: Medium term decisions (2 years). 
             Source: Rouwenhorst, B., et al. (2000). "Warehouse design and control: Framework  






Figure 2.3 The operational level: Short term decisions (1 year). 
             Source: Rouwenhorst, B., et al. (2000). "Warehouse design and control: Framework  
             and literature review." European Journal of Operational Research 122(3): 515-533. 
 
 Warehouse Design or the Facility Layout Problem 
 
Warehouse design is generally called the “facility layout problem” whereby the layout is 
configured based on interactions among departments such as receiving, picking, storage, 
sorting, and shipping, among others in the facility (De Koster et al., 2007). The main 
objective of the facility layout problem is to reduce all non-value adding operations. Layout 
efficiency in the literature is generally measured in terms of material handling cost (Meller 
and Gau, 1996), throughput, space utilization and service level (Gu et al., 2007).  
Cahn (1948) wrote the first paper in warehouse design, modelling a warehouse with 
fixed capacity and an initial stock of a certain product, which is subject to known seasonal 
price and cost variations, to assess the optimal pattern of purchasing (or production), 
storage and sales.  In the following years, “the warehouse problem” has been discussed by 
Bellman (1956) and Moder and Thornton (1965) to evaluate how floor space utilization is 
affected by other factors such as slant angle of the pallets. They developed a mathematical 
model that analyzes floor space efficiency using factors such as the angle of placement of 
the pallets and width of the aisles, lane depth, and spacing between storage lanes.  
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Francis (1967) considered a continuous approximation of the storage area without 
considering aisle structure in order to assess travel time estimates and construction and 
operating costs of single and dual command cycles in multiple aisle systems. Berry (1968) 
developed analytic models to evaluate the total space requirement and the average travel 
distance in order to maximize space utilization for ten parameters including block-stacking 
patterns with different aisle configurations, lane depths, throughput rates, and number of 
SKUs. White and Francis (1971) studied the determination of the optimum size for a 
warehouse used to store products over a finite planning horizon under conditions of 
deterministic and probabilistic storage demand. The model is formulated as a linear 
programming problem and transformed via duality theory into an equivalent network flow 
problem.  
Roberts and Reed (1972) compared two alternative configurations to minimize 
handling and construction costs. Levy (1974) presented analytic models to determine the 
optimal storage size for a single product with either deterministic or stochastic demand. 
Bassan et al. (1980) evaluated different layouts using two parameters, the number of cells 
in a row and the number of rows, and compared them for minimal annual cost. Handling 
costs and costs associated with the warehouse area and perimeter are taken into 
consideration to assess expressions for optimal design parameters.  It has been found that, 
for the considered layouts, costs affecting the choice are those associated with the 
warehouse perimeter and material handling but not the cost of the warehouse area.  
Matson and White (1981) studied the design and evaluation of storage system 
alternatives, including block stacking, single-deep and double-deep pallet racks, and deep 
lane storage to minimize costs and meet the required service level. Marsh (1978, 1979) 
used simulation to study space utilization for three different block stacking policies: 
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straight queuing, upward product set search, and downward product set search. Later in 
1983, Marsh compared Marsh (1979) and Berry (1968) models using statistical analysis to 
determine whether significant differences exist between the two layouts; he found no 
significant differences between the two layouts except for size.  
Roll and Rosenblatt (1983) compared a series of storage policies and their effects 
on warehouse capacity needs and extended the work of Bassan et al. (1980) to include the 
additional cost due to the use of grouped storage policies. Roll and Rosenblatt (1984) then 
searched for a procedure for finding a global optimal solution for a specific formulation of 
the warehouse design problem. Ashayeri and Gelders (1985) discussed several types of 
solution procedures in the existing literature and noted that it was rather hard to make a 
general assumption because each of the models considered a different set of assumptions.  
Hung (1984) discussed the economical aspect of warehouse sizing and developed 
a linear programming model to determine whether such space should be leased or rented 
from a public warehouse or be privately owned. Park et al. (1989) studied the optimization 
procedure of three-dimensional, palletized storage systems and compared all alternatives 
for: control procedures, handling equipment movement in an aisle, storage rules, 
alternative handling equipment, input and output patterns for product flow, storage rack 
structure, component costs, and the economics of each storage system.   
 
  Automated Storage/Retrieval Systems 
 
In the late 1970’s, computerization led to the development of automated storage/retrieval 
systems (AS/RS). Multiple papers have been published to introduce the benefits of AS/RS 
including those by Hausman et al. (1976), Graves et al. (1977), and Schwarz et al.(1978).  
Almost all the papers published are for unit-load storage systems. In the 1980’s, the 
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evaluation of the performance of AS/RS was studied several times under many different 
combinations of assumptions. Hodgson and Lowe (1982) studied a layout problem with 
the placement of items in a storage rack serviced by a storage/retrieval machine for a class 
based assignment of storage locations policy. Azadivar (1984) applied a stochastic 
optimization method to determine the optimum cutoff points for the models developed 
previously, and compared them using computerized simulation. Later in 1989, Azadivar 
used a constrained stochastic optimization method with controlled parameters to represent 
such systems to maximize the throughput.  Bozer and White (1984) studied crane travel 
time models for randomized storage in order to  determine expected travel times for both 
single and dual command cycles. 
  A warehouse design with storage policy consideration has been discussed in Roll 
and Rosenblatt (1985) based on a number of studies they published on warehouse sizing 
and optimizing. Other aspects of automated warehousing systems have been discussed in 
Waugh and Ankener (1977), Karasawa (1980),  Elsayed (1981), Pliskin and Dori (1982), 
Evans (1984), Linn and Wysk (1984), Perry et al. (1984), Chow (1986), Cox (1986), 
Hwang (1988), Ashayeri (2002) and several others. 
 Han and McGinnis (1986, 1987, 1989) analyzed rotary rack operations, carousel 
applications and sequencing retrievals. Lee and Hwang (1988) studied the design of a unit-
load automated carousel system in which each carousel conveyor is served individually by 
a single storage/retrieval (SIR) device. Later in 1990, they studied continuous analytical 
models of travel time or both single and dual command cycles under a randomized storage 
policy. The existing travel-time models of automated storage/retrieval systems (AS/RS) 
assume average uniform velocity, ignoring the operating characteristics of storage/retrieval 
(S/R) machines such as the acceleration/deceleration rate and the maximum velocity, and 
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the models are far from being optimal. Hwang and Song (1993) studied sequenced picking 
operations and travel time models for similar systems, and the impacts of 
acceleration/deceleration on travel time models for carousel systems. Pandit and Palekar 
(1993) minimize the expected response time of storage and/or retrieval requests using a 
queuing model to calculate the total response time including waiting and processing time 
for different types of layouts.  
 Malmborg and Al-Tassan (1996) developed analytic models to evaluate the 
performance of dedicated storage and randomized storage in less than-unit-load 
warehouses. In 2000, they studied interleaving models for the automated twin shuttle of 
the AS/RS, and in 2001 improved Zollinger’s (1996) rule-of-thumb heuristics for 
configuring storage racks in the AS/RS design. After the 2000’s, warehouse layout 
problems have been studied less and the number of publications has been reduced 
accordingly. However, the layout still contains the core of the warehousing problem. 
Hence, the more recent papers include layout design evaluations in order picking 
algorithms. Cormier and Gunn (1992), Cormier and Eng (1997), Van den Berg (1999), Van 
den Berg and Zijm (1999),  Rouwenhorst et al. (2000) Hale and Moberg (2003), Gu et al 
(2007, 2010),  and Gagliardi et al. (2012) discuss the literature on warehouse design 
problems in detail and can provide further information.  
  Recent Work 
 
Many recent papers address various issues in warehouse optimization and design. 
Ozturkoglu (2011) analyzed a continuous space model for travel in a unit-load warehouse 
that allows cross-aisles and picking aisles to take on any angle, and he determined optimal 
designs for one, two, and three-cross-aisle warehouses, which are called chevron, leaf, and 
butterfly designs. Ozturkoglu’s analysis showed that the chevron design, which is new to 
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theory and to practice, is the best design for many industrial applications. Compagno 
(2012) studied designing the shape of a warehouse and compared a standard storage-
handling system which minimizes the handling planar path to a design that minimizes the 
overall handling energy consumption. Sooksaksun et al. (2012) developed a one-step 
warehouse design procedure where an iterative process is run until a design with 
appropriate performance criteria is found which is different than a traditional two-step 
design where determination of the aisle layout and dimension is followed by the assignment 
of items for storage.  
 Geraldes et al (2012) developed a large mixed-integer nonlinear programming 
model (MINLP) to capture the trade-offs among the different inventory and warehouse 
costs in order to achieve a global optimal design satisfying throughput requirements. 
Cakmak et al (2012), in order to determine the size for a new flow type warehouse and a 
new u-type warehouse, developed a model that minimizes the travel path taking many 
parameters into account including the number of doors and their location. Lerher et al 
(2013) studied multi-objective optimization of AS/RSs. Time-cost- quality relations are 
discussed and evaluated in order to minimize travel path and cost, and to maximize 
throughput. Marchet et al (2013) investigated the main design trade-offs for faster 
deliveries, smaller order sizes, and for material handling solutions using simulation, and 
they proposed a comprehensive design framework. 
 Ekren et al. (2015) studied the determination of the best rack design for shuttle-
based storage and retrieval systems (SBS/RS) under a class-based storage policy. SBS/RS 
is a new technology in AS/RS which has been developed for high transaction environments 
where mini-load cranes may not be able to keep pace with the transaction rate needed over 
a given number of storage locations. 
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2.2 Internet Fulfillment Centers 
E-commerce technology is different and more influential than other technologies that have 
been seen in the past the century (Laudon et al., 2007). E-commerce technology progressed 
quickly with the development of the internet (Li and Yan 2014). However, many of the 
new e-commerce companies have failed or are struggling for economic survival, and the 
failure can be related to disregarding the logistics (Bretzke, 2000) 
 
  Amazon and E-retailing 
 
Amazon, one of the first e-retailers in the world, started selling books over the internet and 
rapidly became the first broadly known company for any product category. Amazon was 
the leader in the online book market until another bookseller, Barnes & Noble, entered into 
online book retailing in 1997. The competition and online bargains caused book prices to 
fall by 15% (Bailey, 1998). Since then, many more companies entered online retailing 
which caused profit margins to decrease significantly. As physical product sales grow, the 
cost of order fulfillment also increases. As in any other form of retailing, e-retailers need 
to follow an aggressive policy to survive and be profitable. In an extremely competitive 
market with very low margins, survival is determined by the volume of sales which induces 
e-retailers to use two major approaches to market expansion: expanding across product 
lines and entering in foreign markets. (Chakrabarti _and Scholnick, 2002). 
Those two major approaches to market expansion are  key choices in the Ansoff 
matrix (Ansoff, 1957). Another method to expand the market size is providing better 
services to retain existing customers and attracting new customers. Competition among 
retailers is forcing organizations to increasingly integrate and automate their business 
operations such as order processing, procurement, claims processing, administrative 
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procedures, and others (Dayal et. Al, 2001). Amazon is currently using a combination of 
all of these methodologies to reduce the overall operation cost while fulfilling all of the 
customer demands in the shortest time possible, providing the best possible customer 
service, distribution efficiency, and convenience.   
Amazon’s initial goal in regards to distribution was to eliminate the middleman in 
the supply chain (Lang et al., 2012). In November 1996, Amazon rented its first large 
warehouse in South Seattle, 93,000 square feet. Almost one year later, Amazon went cross-
country to open its second warehouse in New Castle, Delaware. Online book sales grew 
from nothing in1995 to more than $2 billion in 2000 (Goolsbee et al., 2002). Considering 
that average book prices are 6.5% lower on Amazon.com and the rent expense is 7% to 
10% lower than in brick and mortar stores, the "virtual" operation is not necessarily more 
cost-effective (Rosen & Howard, 2000).  
 In 2001, with growing demand, Amazon increased its distribution space from 
300,000 square feet to 2.7 million and hired an additional 600 employees in its Atlanta 
facility. As of May 2017, Amazon operates 141 active distribution center buildings around 
the world (including fulfillment centers, sorting centers, returns centers, specialty centers, 
redistribution centers. These facilities total 91.9 million square feet. Future plans include 
16 new distribution center buildings (including new U.S. sorting centers) exceeding 9.2 
million square feet to be opened in North America. 
 
Amazon has been constantly looking for improvement to be one step ahead of its 
competitors. Omni-channel environments where customers shop online and offline at the 
same retailer are increasingly ubiquitous and have important new implications for demand 
generation and operational efficiency (Bell et al., 2013). Omni-channel distribution centers 
serve the online customer through both direct same-day shipping and store-pickup (Rigby 
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2011, Levy et al 2013). According to Forrester Research the market will grow from $231b 
in 2013 to $370b in 2017 on CAGR of 10 percent, proving that the internet retail is the 
fastest growing market. Retailers are attracted to omni-channel strategies because online 
and offline channels differ in their ability to deliver information and execute product 
fulfillment (Coughlan et al. 2006). Therefore, retailers of all types and in all locations 
increasingly interact with consumers through multiple touch points (Brynjolfsson et al. 
2013). 
 
  Related Work 
 
Linden, Smith and York (2003), published a paper to give recommendation algorithms to 
e-retailing companies to provide an effective form of targeted marketing by creating a 
personalized shopping experience for each customer comparing the three main approaches: 
traditional collaborative filtering, cluster models, and search-based methods with their 
algorithm which is called item-to-item collaborative filtering. 
 
2.3 Random Storage Policy 
Storage is the main function of a warehouse. Once the design of the warehouse is decided 
to serve the most efficient way to the purpose what the warehouse will be used for, there 
will be three more fundamental decisions are left: what SKU’s will be carried, how 
frequently for a SKU should be replenished, and what policy should be adopted to store 
the SKU’s in order to optimize the main objective of the warehouse (minimum cost, 
shortest order picking cycle time, shortest fulfillment time, etc.). The last decision is 




De Koster, Le-Duc and Roodbergen (2007) classify storage assignment policies as: 
random storage, closest open location storage, dedicated storage, full turnover storage and 
class based storage. Gu et al. (2007) mentioned several examples of how production 
allocation decisions are made and gave some examples. One of which is allocation of a 
certain size of space to a certain customer and keeping only the items that will be sent to 
that specific customer. Another example is dedicated storage where a certain space is 
reserved for a specific SKU and even if there is no inventory of that item, space cannot be 
used for storing another SKU. Examples vary with the need of the warehouse. 
 
 The Storage Location Assignment Problem 
 
The storage location assignment problem (SLAP) is to assign incoming products to storage 
locations in storage departments/zones in order to reduce material handling cost and 
improve space utilization (Gu 2007). Frazelle (1990) lists three main stock location 
assignment strategies as dedicated storage, randomized storage and class-based storage. 
Gu 2007, Frazelle, 2002 expands the definition in later studies. They state that the three 
most frequently used criteria in the case where there is information on SKU’s are popularity 
(Turnover-Based assignment), maximum inventory (Class-Based Turnover assignment) 
and Cube-Per-Order Index (COI, which is defined as the ratio of the maximum allocated 
storage space to the number of storage/retrieval operations per unit time). And the most 
frequently policies used when there is no information on incoming products are closest 
open location, farthest open location, random storage and longest open location. Petersen 
(1997) defines random storage as all empty locations have an equal probability of being 
filled. De Koster et al. (2006), Roodbergen (2001), Le-Duc (2005), Dukic (2004) 
investigate some certain scenarios in random storage environment. 
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Literature in the area is very rich and randomized storage policy (RSP) has been 
used commonly for its ease of use and accuracy on travel time estimation. RSP commonly 
means allowing multiple SKU’s being assigned to the same location over different time 
periods to increase the warehouse space utilization. The advantage of RSP is cube 
utilization and warehouse efficiency, the disadvantage is storing quantities of a single item 
in many different location in the warehouse making inventory control and picking 
operations a lot more complicated which requires using computerized systems heavily 
(Ross, 2015). Besides, RSP comes with various assumptions and each research in the 
literature adopts some of these assumptions based on the case they are working on. The 
most common assumption is unit load storage where a unit can be thought as a pallet or a 
storage unit that only one type of on item is stored. 
 
 Unit-Load and Less-Than Unit Load Policies and Forward Reserve 
Problem 
 
 Bozer et al  (1985) is the first to suggest to split a pallet for more effective picking 
operations for forward-reserve problem where only some of SKU’s are stored in the 
forward area to reduce the material handling, which later is improved and detailed by 
Hackman and Rosenblatt (1990) to determine which SKU’s should be assigned to forward 
area. Later Frazelle et al. (1994) extended the problem modelling the size of the forward 
and reserve areas to minimize the cost of material handling for order picking and 
replenishment.  
Malmborg has made a great contribution to storage, warehousing and inventory 
systems literature.  In one of the papers written in 1998, Malmborg and Al-Tassan are 
extending the existing literature on the unit load warehousing systems to less than unit load 
systems and investigating it for dedicated storage, random storage, a combination of closest 
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open location with randomized storage and Cube per Order Index. However, they did not 
compare their results with unit load approach. Malmborg and Al-Tassan (2000) presents a 
mathematical model to estimated space requirements and order picking cycle times for less 
than unit load order picking systems that uses randomized storage.  
 
  Shared Storage Policy and Some of the other widely held policies 
 
Shared storage strategies do not reserve slots for specific items, which makes them more 
convenient when stock levels change over time (Kovacs, 2011). Goetschalckx and Ratliff 
(1990) the term shared is described as using the same location for sequentially storing 
different SKU’s over a planning horizon, but not always concurrently and show that a 
duration-of-stay–based policy under shared storage strategy is optimal under an 
assumption of perfectly balanced inputs and outputs. Cormier and Gunn (1992) states that 
shared storage policies offer excellent potential for travel time and rack size reductions. 
The most widely used shared storage strategy is the class-based storage strategies 
(Hausman et al., 1976; Petersen and Aase, 2004).  Kulturel et al. (1999) compared two 
shared storage assignment policies in an Automated Storage/Retrieval System (AS/RS) by 
using computer simulation and concluded that the turnover-based policy generally 
outperforms the duration of stay-based policy. We found little recent research on the topic, 
but later highlight commingled storage as a key differentiator of IFWs. 
Turnover-based storage is studied by many researchers (Jarvis and McDowell, 
1991; Caron et al., 2000). Pohl et al. (2011) investigated turnover-based storage policies 
and warehouse designs with non-traditional aisles. Automated Storage/Retrieval Systems 
(AS/RSs) is the most common research topic on class-based storage and is usually 
concerned with determining the number of classes and the boundaries of the warehouse 
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zones. Graves et al. (1977) and Kouvelis and Papanicolaou (1995) derive analytical 
solutions for class boundaries with two or three classes; and Rosenblatt and Eynan (1989) 
and Eynan and Rosenblatt (1994) address the n-class case. De Koster et al., 2007; Gu et 
al., 2007 analyses class-based storage studies in their survey and can be referred for further 
reading in various storage policies that have not been mentioned in this paper in detail. 
 
   Recent Research  
 
Based on a research made by Battista et al. (2013) even though dedicated and random 
storage policies has been studied for decades, and theoretically dedicated storage policy 
has found to have an advantage on improving the efficiency (Goetschalckx and Ratcliff, 
1990 and Thonemann and Brandeau,1998), there is still not a procedure for systematically 
analyzing the requirement and designing a warehouse to meet the operational need using 
the most economic technology (Rowley, 2000; Croom et al., 2000; Pessotto, 2009, 
Pecchiar, 2012; Azevedo and Carvalho, 2012).  
Roy et al. (2012), brought up a new modelling approach for estimating 
storage/retrieval transaction times in warehouse systems using random storage and closest 
open location load dispatching that estimates intervals between consolidations of the active 
storage envelope defined by the most remote occupied storage position in a warehouse.  
 
2.4 Order Fulfillment Objective 
In online retailing, the main objective is optimizing the order fulfillment time while 
minimizing the relative supply chain costs. In comparison to brick and mortar stores, e-
retailing has the advantage of being able to accommodate excessive amounts of supply of 
a large variety of products. The challenge is, the order needs to be delivered to the end 
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customer with in a time frame of selected shipment method, which might be a few hours 
after purchase. Thus, the “advantage” becomes a big optimization problem in the supply 
chain. Torabi et al. (2015) list e-retailing decisions as follows: Source of fulfillment having 
the luxury of aggregating inventory virtually, and being able to fulfill the orders from 
different locations based on the cost, distance and quantity, Temporary shortage allocation 
being able to allocating shortages to each customer based on their shipment preferences, 
Planned substitution being able to sell substitution items even before they are replenished 
in the warehouse, Order consolidation, order picking, order routing grouping batching or 
splitting orders to individual items to minimize fulfillment time. Due to the opportunity of 
converting these decisions into advantages, more traditional retailers are venturing online 
(Boston Consulting Group, 2000). 
Reviewing the existing literature, we realize that it is indisputable that the work of 
study attains a remarkable growing interest. However, most of the studies focus on 
descriptive and qualitative models. In this dissertation, we compare a traditional warehouse 
and a chaotic warehouse based on the respond time of an order, which is the time window 
between the demand arrival and order fulfillment. Torabi et al. (2015) sketched the window 
decision opportunity as follows: In the traditional retailing, when a customer arrives, his 
order needs to be fulfilled right away and there are not too many decisions that the retailer 
can make. However, in e-retailing, window of opportunity gives us the time to think how 
to best fulfill the order. Industrial engineering perspective implicates that the shorter the 
order fulfillment time is, the more requests are satisfied, and assuming there is enough 




2.5 Warehouse Order Picking Algorithms 
Order picking means clustering, scheduling, and retrieving items from a warehouse in 
response to a specific customer request. Order picking is the most costly activity for almost 
every warehouse and estimated to be as much as 50-75% of the total warehouse operating 
expense (Coyle et al.,1996 De Koster et al, 2007). In addition, it is typically one of the 
most time-consuming activities (Tompkins et al. 2003). For these reasons, warehousing 
professionals consider order picking as the highest-priority area for productivity 
improvements (De Koster et al., 2007). In a COF warehouse this expense could be 
significantly higher for these two reasons: in a COF warehouse items are stocked in 
multiple locations and commingled requiring additional time/effort to complete the pick, 
in a traditional warehouse storage occurs at the bulk level but as a result of the explosive 
storage policy both COF storage and picking activities are labor intensive. Recent trends 
both in manufacturing and distribution in order-picking management is to move to smaller 
lot-sizes, point-of-use delivery, order and product customization, and cycle time reductions 
and Many smaller warehouses have been replaced by fewer large warehouses to realize 
economies of scale. 
 
Order picking policies differ based on the needs of the company, however it is 
possible to generalize policy decisions that determine the efficiency the order picking 
operation under three major approaches: storage policies and routing policies SKU pick 
policies (Petersen et al., 2004) The most commonly used objectives are to maximize the 
service level subject to resource constraints such as labor, machines, and capital and to 
minimize the total picking time (Goetschalckx and Ashayeri 1989). In any case, the 
problem of routing order pickers in a warehouse is actually a special case of the Travelling 
Salesman Problem (Karp et al., 1985).  
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  Routing Policies 
 
Routing policies determine the rules to create a pick list and the sequence of SKU’s to be 
picked. It has been investigated for decades by many researchers. Since the objective is 
creating the shortest path, the goal for routing policies is to minimize the total distance 
travelled. Ratliff and Rosenthal (1983) and Goetschalckx and Ratliff(1988) developed 
algorithms for routing pickers in a rectangular warehouse. For a restricted set of layouts, 
researchers have developed efficient routing policies that find a shortest route (De Koster 
and Van der Poort 1998, Roodbergen and De Koster 2001). Petersen and Schmenner (1999) 
state that testing of routing and storage policies and their interaction show statically 
significant differences, therefore in increased efficiency can be gathered selecting a 
combination of certain routing and storage policies. Therefore, warehouses generally prefer 
heuristics over optimal routing. Hall (1993), Petersen (1997), Petersen and Schmenner 
(1999), and Roodbergen and De Koster (2001) discuss several heuristics. Elsayed (1981, 
1983) studied the assignment of picks to pickers in an AS/RS environment.  
De Koster, Le-Duc and Roodbergen (2007) create a matrix that include five main 
operating policies: routing, storage, batching, zoning and order release mode based on 
Goetschalckx and Ashayeri (1989). Matrix shows the level of complexity of order-picking 
systems, measured by the distance of the representation meaning, the farther a system is 
located from the origin, the harder the system is to design and control.  
De Koster, Le-Duc and Roodbergen (2007) list commonly used heuristics for 
routing order pickers starting with the S-shape (or traversal) heuristic, meaning that any 
aisle containing at least one pick is traversed entirely and from the last visited aisle, the 
order picker returns to the I/O point. Another heuristic is the return method, where an order 
picker enters and leaves each aisle from the same end visiting only the aisles with picks. 
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The midpoint method divides the warehouse into two areas. Picks in the font half are 
accessed from the front cross aisle and picks in the back half are accessed from the back 
cross aisle. The largest gap strategy is that an order picker enters an aisle as far as the 
largest gap within an aisle. The gap represents the separation between any two adjacent 
picks, between the first pick and the front aisle, or between the last pick and the back aisle. 
Petersen (1997) adds composite and optimal routing methods to the four methods 
mentioned above and compare them in a random storage warehouse. Commercial 
warehouse management systems typically prescribe one or more of three well known 
methods: “S-shape strategy”, “Return strategy” and “Zig-zag strategy” (Moeller, 2011). In 
addition to those methods above, aisle by aisle (Petersen ,1999 and Le-Duc and De Koster, 
2004) and composite, a combination of S-shape and return policies is proposed by Petersen 
(2002) and Le-Duc and De Koster (2004). 
 
  Zoning and Batching 
 
Another approach to order sequencing is zoning. In that case, picking area is divided into 
zones and pickers are allocated within zones. Each picker is assigned a picklist in their 
assigned zone. Advantages of zoning might be traversing only a small zone, becoming 
familiar with the stored items within their assigned zone, reduced traffic congestion (De 
Koster et al. 2007). The topic is discussed in the literature. Speaker (1975) describes the 
use of zoning in bulk order picking.Sharp et al. (1991) compares the effects in single-order-
pick, sort-while-pick, and pick-and-sort systems. Petersen (2002) studies the the zone 
shape and its effects. Chia Jane (2000) proposes quite a few heuristics to balance picker 
workload. De Koster (2004) models a zoned pick-and-pass system where each picker 
retrieves item(s) in a zone and pases the tote to the next zone until the order is completed. 
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Le-Duc and De Koster (2005) examine the optimal number of zones using mathematical 
programming and extend the work later on (2012). Dallari et al. (2009) develop a 
methodology to generate a new classification in order picking systems working on over 68 
distribution centers that have been recently built in Italy. The results of the critical analysis 
allowed developing a design methodology to choose the most suitable OPS Yu and De 
Koster (2009) proposes an approximation model based on queuing network theory to 
analyze the impact of order batching and picking area zoning on the mean order throughput 
time in a pick-and-pass order picking system. Wang et al. (2013) state that synchronized 
zone order picking system is one of the effective policy to improve the productivity and 
study the imbalanced workload, built a mathematical model to estimate the throughput time 
and the workload of each zone. Glock et al. (2015) present an approach to model worker 
learning in order picking in manual warehouses and resulted that it is beneficial to assign 
workers with the lowest learning rate in the workforce to the fast moving zone to gain 
experience.  
Order batching is a method of grouping orders to attempt to reduce travel times. 
Sharp et al. (1991), the two criteria for batching are the proximity of pick locations and 
time window batching. It also appears in the literature quite a lot of times, however the 
review in this dissertation will be held briefly since it is not used in our model.  
Order batching is generally considered as an NP-hard problem. For that reason 
operation research techniques and heuristics are mainly used to cluster the orders. De 
Koster et al. (1999) performed a comparative study for multiple-aisle to picker-to-part 
systems. Elsayed et al. (1981, 1983, 1989), Hwang et al. (1988)   investigated order 
batching in manual picking systems. Tang and Chew (1997, 1999) Le-Duc and De Koster 
(2003, 2007) studied the time window order batching in manual warehouses. Elsayed 
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(1993), Elsayed and Lee (1996) and Won and Olafsson (2005) extended the literature 
adding a cost analysis by assigning a penalty for late fulfillments. 
For further reference, Potts et al (2000), Gu et al. (2007), De Koster et al. (2007) and 
similar review papers mentioned above can be read. 
 
  Travel Time Estimation and Probabilistic Approximation 
 
Travel time estimation has been studied by many researchers. The goal is benefiting 
mathematical modelling and other operations research practices combined with statistics 
to calculate the order fulfillment time using the link between the distance travelled and time 
it takes to collect an order. Two types of travel distance for order picking are used: average 
picking route distance and total travel distance.  
Optimization models in warehouse design, and particularly in order-picking 
models, typically assume that cycle times are a linear function of travel distance (Petersen 
and Aase, 2004). There has been a significant volume of research in this area, and a great 
deal of progress has been made in planning storage policies and order pick lists to minimize 
the travel length or equivalently minimize the travel time (De Koster et al, 2007; Gu et al 
2007). This includes models that factor in turns, aisle crossings, and queuing 
approximations of congestions.  
For further reference, following papers may give a good insight: Bozer and White 
(1984), Bassan et al. (1980), Francis (1967), Kunder and Gudehus (1975), Larson et al. 
(1997) and Pandit en Palekar (1993), Hall (1993), Ratliff and Rosenthal (1983), De Koster 
et al. (1998), Jarvis and McDowell (1991), Le-Duc and De Koster (2004, 2007), Bozer and 




A common approach in order picking is to derive a probabilistic approximation of 
the travel time assuming a fixed travel speed. These include works by Roodbergen et al. 
(2008) and Le-Duc and De Koster (2005), which are applicable to rectangular warehouses 
with an S-shaped routing heuristic. Simulation modeling has been used by several 
researchers to optimize and or evaluate order picking policies, almost all use a linear time 
model. Peterson (2000) and Petersen and Aase (2004) evaluated multiple picking policies 
under varying operating conditions.  
 
 Recent Work and Further Reading 
 
Gademann and Velde, 2005; and Chen and Wu, 2005 use a location closeness partitioning 
algorithm to make a pick batch decision, while Pan and Wu (2012) and Chen et al (2013) 
derive an order picking throughput model with multiple pickers and aisle congestion. 
Guo, Yu and De Koster (2016) present a travel distance model considering the 
required space consumption by storage zoning in comparing the performance of different 
storage policies for a unit-load warehouse. Rao and Adil (2017) develop analytical travel 
distance models for class-based and full turnover storage policies under across-aisle, 
within-aisle and a newly proposed hybrid product placement schemes in unit-load 
warehouses and present the accuracy compared to simulation results. Li, Huang and Dai 
(2017) investigate a joint optimization problem involving with order batching based on 
similarity coefficient between orders and picker routing with local search. Pang and Chan 
(2016) propose a storage location assignment algorithm based on data mining in a 
randomized warehouse. 
Issues in design and control of order-picking processes in particularly are 




and Wäscher (2004). An extensive bibliography on order-picking systems is gathered in 
Goetschalckx and Wei (1994) and Roodbergen (2001). Gu et al (2007) provides an 
extensive review of order picking algorithms and identifies batching and routing as the 
main areas of research focus. Bartholdi and Hackman (2014) describe order picking as a 
special case of the travelling salesman problem (TSP). Arc travel times are the key data in 
TSP and most of the literature assumes a linear activity time. For the methods to be more 







INTERNET FULFILLMENT WAREHOUSES 
 
Internet retail is generally described as the online marketing and sale of products directly 
to the consumer. The complementary physical process is fulfillment, which typically 
involves a large fulfillment warehouse and a parcel delivery network. Both of these 
activities are part of the traditional distribution process, but we that in an internet retail 
environment they are structured differently. This chapter provides detailed analytical 
insights into internet fulfillment warehouses (IFWs), facilities that have been designed and 
built exclusively for satisfying online retail sales. The insights are synthesized from 
observational visits made by the authors to two IFWs operated by a pioneering online retail 
company. The initial reactions from these visits were that the warehouses were operating 
in a seemingly chaotic mode, and unlike traditional warehousing practice as documented 
in classical textbooks (Bartholdi and Hackman, 2014; Tompkins et al, 2010). Further 
analysis, though, revealed to us that the warehouses were actually highly efficient and at 
the frontlines of a new method and operating principle in warehouse design and control. 
We concluded that traditional warehousing methods are evolving into new methods which 
better leverage information technology to efficiently serve the new online retail driven 
supply chain economy.  
The current IFW warehouse knowledge base is limited to a small group of 
companies, and to one company in particular (Lang et al., 2012). Since this knowledge is 
proprietary, the depth and complexity is unknown. Some retailers operate in an Omni 




through store-pickup delivery (Rigby 2011, Levy et al 2013). For a purely online retailer, 
though, there is only one delivery mode direct shipping. Currently, the largest online 
retailer operates over 360 active distribution facilities around the world including IFWs, 
return centers, specialty and redistribution centers. These facilities total over 140 million 
square feet of space with 250,000 employees. Nynke et al (2002) suggests that the two 
main observable aspects of warehouse complexity are the technologies used and number 
of SKUs processed. In this context there are two types of IFW warehouses. Man-to-Part: 
Similar to a classical configuration in that storage racks are stationary and the worker 
moves to the bin location and Part-to-Man: The storage racks move, usually by a robot 
swarm, and bring the bin to the stationary worker. In a classical Part-to-Man the pick occurs 
before the move, whereas in an IFW the entire rack is moved and the pick is done after the 
move. This research focusses primarily on the Man-to-Part type. 
A warehouse process and data/decision flow diagram are created. Although the 
main operations such as storing and picking in both warehouses were the same, the way 
they are carried out is found to be quite different.  We identified and described key 
differentiators of IFW operations. It was concluded that the primary differentiator is an 
explosive storage policy which breaks up and distributes received bulk to multiple storage 
points in the warehouse. The differentiators are used to develop and formulate an analytical 
model of IFW product flows. Specifically, algorithms for the explosive stocking process 
and real time order picking process are presented. The performance objective of these 
algorithms is to reduce a linear fulfillment time metric. A simulation model is built to 
examine the performance behavior of the explosive storage policy on an experimental 




3.1 Observational Study 
The observational study of the two IFWs were both Man-to-Part and between 3 and 8 years 
old. During the visits no access to operational data or descriptions of control logic were 
available. The observational perimeter was described by the receiving, bulk unpacking, 
stocking, and order packing/shipping activities. Additionally, several descriptive articles 
and publicly available videos of IFW operations were reviewed. After each visit a flow 
model was created, which was then sequentially updated.  
 
 






Receiving: The routine at an IFW begins with receiving of single or bulk items. Traditional 
warehousing storage policies generally require storing SKUs to locations in bulk except 
for the forward-reserve configuration where the most commonly retrieved products are 
stored in the forward area and rarely retrieved products are picked from the reserve area 
(Manzini, 2012). The forward area of a warehouse functions as a warehouse within a 
warehouse, so that order picking can be concentrated within a relatively small area where 
all bulk items are stored in the reserve area (Bartholdi and Hackman, 2008).  In this sense, 
IFWs act like a massive forward area where bulk items are opened, inspected, scanned, and 
put into barcoded totes for storage.  
 
Bulk SKU Explosion: When splitting bulks into lots, receiving associates benefit from 
using a three-level conveyor system where full boxes are received at the bottom layer, totes 
filled with items from the box are placed in the middle layer which is connected to a 
network of conveyor belts, and emptied boxed are put on the top level to be recycled.  
 
Stocking: Conveyor belts carry totes filled with mixed items to a zone where storage 
density is lower than others. Zones are assigned based on a series of algorithms which aim 
to maximize the space utilization and minimize storage and order fulfillment time.  
 
 Storage: Stockers pick up full totes, unload them, and place items randomly into the first 
available slot in the zone. Items are simply shelved randomly where they fit. The most 
common storage design is split shelves with adjustable dividers. Storage slots are referred 
as bins. The stocking process is not complete until the stocker match the item barcode with 
the storage unit. The location of every single item in the Fulfillment Center is known, and 





Figure 3.2 Picking, consolidation, and truck loading assignment. 
 
Picking:  The picking process is more complex. Unfulfilled customer orders are split based 
on SKU number. Associated bin locations that meet inventory requirement for each SKU 
is listed. Pick lists are created with the closest stored items and assigned to pickers. All 
pickers have handheld scanners which direct the workers to the bin where the ordered items 
are stored. Meanwhile a red light attached to the storage location blinks to make the bin 





Consolidation: When a tote is filled, it goes to the consolidation area. If the picked product 
is the only item in the customer order, it is sent for shipping. Otherwise, there are more 
decisions to make. If other items in the order are in the same warehouse all items are 
combined together in a divided portion of the consolidation area to be sent in one box. If 
not, items are either sent to the customer in multiple shipments or they are sent to another 
warehouse to be combined with other items. 
 
Packaging & SLAM: Most packaging decisions such as packaging type (box or envelope), 
size, protection (bubble wrap, air pillow, etc.), and even the tape size are made by 
computers. However, packing associates are allowed to override the computer. Packed 
items are then put back on a conveyor where robots print the shipping label and attach it to 
the package, check if the weight matches the order and control the quality of packaging. If 
everything is satisfactory the package is carried to the truck loading zone.   
 
Truck Loading & Shipping: Based on the destination, the truck loading zone is divided 
into the docks where loading/unloading is done. The conveyor belt that leads to the loading 
dock is made of vertical bars that are controlled digitally. Barcode readers scan the package 
label, and time the conveyor portion to eject the package when it reaches the truck that 
should be loaded. 
 
Inventory Flow Timeline: The inventory flow timeline from point of receipt to shipment 
is shown below. Schematically the flow appears to be identical to a traditional warehouse 
but in IFWs the actual operations are quite different. The overall timeline is much shorter 
and both stocking and fulfillment time are measured in hours. Furthermore, due to large 




manage the warehouse size. We estimate that the inventory turnover of an IFW is much 
higher than a traditional retail warehouse. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Inventory flow timeline in an IFW. 
 
3.2 Key IFW Structural Differentiators 
From the observational visits several physical design and operational insights unique to 
IFWs were identified. We find that an efficient IFW is differentiable from traditional 
warehouses by the following characteristics: 
 
  Explosive Storage Policy  
 
Traditional warehouses store a SKU either in a set of contiguous locations dedicated to the 
SKU or a random slot for each arriving bulk.  Locations are then selected using either a 
volume based or class based approach (Petersen and Aase, 2004). In either case, at any 
point of time the actual number of locations where a specific SKU is stored is few (less 
than 10).  This approach preserves the bulk load, and the breakup into units is integrated 




broken into unit SKUs upon arrival at the IFW and there is no bulk storage.  The exploded 
units are then dispersed into a large number of storage bins with each having one or more 
units of the same SKU (as shown in figure 9). The bins could be random or prescribed by 
a rule, and each bin could receive several units of the same SKU.  
We describe this as an explosive storage policy and define it as: The bulk SKU is 
exploded into E storage lots of one or more units such that no lot contains more than 10% 
of the received quantity. The lots are then stored in E non-contiguous bins anywhere in the 
warehouse. In a traditional policy E=1, while in an explosive policy E>10. Note that in a 
traditional policy several contiguous locations maybe assigned to a SKU and this should 
not be considered an explosion. 
Let i ∊ N be the set of unique items or SKUs stored in the warehouse. Let Ei be the 
explosion factor and Vi  the current total warehouse inventory for i, and Li the number of 
unique bin locations where it is stocked. Then we introduce the following measures:  
 
Explosion ratio for product i = Ψi = Li / Vi   (3.1) 
 
ℎ   =  =  
∑ ∈
∑ ∈
   (3.2) 
 
Note that Li is not simply equal to Ei. Since batches of the bulk are arriving at some 
interval, every explosion will send the lots to both existing and new locations. At the same 
time fulfillment is occurring, as a result Li is changing constantly and Ψi is time variant. 






         Figure 3.4 Explosive storage of bulk SKU to multiple bin locations. 
 
 Since Ψi is time variant, target and range values usually refer to the mean. For the 
case where Ei is the same for all items then the mean Ψi is also the same and equal to the 
overall Ψo ratio. In the extreme case where each unit of Vi is stored in a different location 
then Ψi =1. In a traditional warehouse with randomized storage we can expect at most 3 to 
4 storage locations with Ψi <0.01, whereas in an IFW the likely range is 0.10< Ψi <0.50. In 
the design of the IFW storage policy and the target performance levels, Ψo and the 
associated Ψi are critical parameters. These in turn are related to the explosion factors Ei, 
which are therefore strategic decisions in the IFW design problem.  
 
  Very Large Number of Beehive Storage Locations  
 
In traditional warehouses received items are stored in large volume locations with multiple 
bulk loads of a single SKU. This facilitates the subsequent shipment of the bulk quantities 
to retail points. In an IFW warehouse, however, the strategy is to store SKUs in unit 
quantities. , storage locations are therefore configured into small bins. Traditionally, bins 
have been used in a forward picking area for immediate fulfillment, and the allocated area 
is relatively small. In contrast the entire IFW warehouse is organized into racks that are 




have a million bin locations. A similar sized traditional warehouse may have only 10,000 
locations. This is the most apparent physical difference of an IFW.  
Let b ∊ M be the storage locations in the warehouse, then one motivation for having a large 
number of locations is seen from the bounding effect of M on Ψo. If a location could stock 
only one SKU at a time, then Σi Li ≤ M. Both Ψi and Ψo are upper bounded by this constraint. 
A very large M will allow the IFW to achieve higher explosion ratios. 
 
  Bins with Commingled SKUs 
 
Shared storage policies have been used in traditional warehouses and have been studied in 
the literature. However, the term shared is described as using the same location for 
sequentially storing different SKU’s over a planning horizon, but not always concurrently 
(Goetschalckx and Ratcliff, 1990). One of the most radical differentiators of an IFW, is 
that multiple SKUs are simultaneously stored in the same bin. We label this as commingled 
storage since the commingled SKU’s are arranged in an unorganized way within a bin. The 
picker needs to visually identify the SKU against images and identify codes provided on a 
hand-held tablet. Intuitively, this appears to be an inefficient arrangement, since classical 
warehousing practice recommends easy and reliable identification of SKUs for efficient 
picking. Again, a likely motivation is the effect of commingling on the Ψo upper bound 
introduced in Section 3.2.1 If there is no limit on the number of SKUs commingled in the 
same bin then ΣiLi ≤ NM or Li ≤ M. If we make the realistic assumption that the physical 
bin size limits the maximum number of commingled SKUs, for example 5, then the bound 
is ΣiLi ≤ 5M. Clearly, commingled storage allows for higher explosion ratios. Figure 3 
shows examples of a commingled bin and the arrangement in rows and racks. Clearly, 





   Figure 3.5 Bins with commingled and randomly arranged SKUs. 
Source: Retrieved May 1, 2017, from http://www.bluemaize.net/im/appliances/amazon-
warehouse-6.jpg.  
 
In combination the first three differentiators have the effect of organizing the entire 
IFW warehouse like a forward picking area. This gives the observational view that it is 
seemingly operating in a sort of chaotic mode. The concept of chaos and efficiency 
occurring concurrently has been mentioned previously in the operations management 
literature. Bartholdi et al (2009) evaluate a special case of a bucket brigade assembly line 
where the convergence condition (workers are sequenced from most-slowed to least-
slowed) is not met, as result handover points are randomly located and the system is 
chaotic. They note that a chaotic assembly line will appear to start and to complete products 
at random-even though the assembly line is completely deterministic. IFWs exhibit SKU 
dispersion maps that change constantly while SKU storage/pick routes are almost always 
unique. But the warehouse is under the full deterministic control of the central IFW 
controller, which is usually very sophisticated and has full transactional knowledge of 
every SKU movement. This could be characterized as a spontaneous emergence of balance 




  Immediate Fulfillment Objective 
 
Traditional warehouses operate in a batch mode in that at the start of the day or week 
several customer orders are pending, the tactical objective then is to fulfill these orders 
during the day or week. In an IFW orders arrive continuously and are transmitted to picking 
immediately. For the most aggressive online retailers the fulfillment goal is for same day 
shipment and possibly next day delivery. The entire IFW, and not just a forward area, is 
configured as a fast pick zone. This strategy allows them to be highly competitive against 
a physical retail stores.  Often the delivery date has already been promised to the customer 
when the online order was placed, this in implies little flexibility in fulfillment time delays. 
 The IFW pick planning window is therefore much shorter, and typically fulfillment 
times are less than half a day or 4 hours.  Outbound trucks leave the warehouse at regular 
intervals during the day. Let Ť be the truck departure interval, then the real time planning 
window is a fraction of Ť since ideally a customer order could ship out on the next truck. 
Our observations were that this focus on fulfillment time dominated the attitude of all 
workers at the IFW. 
  Short Picking Routes with Single Unit Picks 
 
Order picking efficiency has been a key decision process in warehouse operations, and the 
pick list decision problem is focused primarily on travel time minimization. In an IFW 
most orders are for only a few units and in most cases for only a single unit. This is 
explained by the similarity of online customer demand to physical retail demand behavior. 
The efficiency gains of combining multiple orders for the same SKU are usually not 
exploitable in an IFW, except when orders arrive within a few hours of each other. The 
assumption is orders are arriving continuously with a fulfillment objective, as a result 




Typically N is very large and the arrival time between orders for the same SKU is often 
longer than the order pick planning window. It was observed that when orders include 
multiple SKUs, an IFW creates a separate order for each SKU.  The assumption that a 
customer order is for a single SKU therefore holds. It was also observed that picked items 
for the same order are not necessarily aggregated into a common shipment. 
The explosive strategy creates an efficient picking solution whereby multiple 
customer order SKUs are stored in close proximity. As Ei is increased Li also increases and 
a customer order can be picked from any of the Li locations. Given that hundreds of orders 
are active, the probability that a small number of orders, maybe 10 or 12, can be picked 
from tight picking area, maybe a single row, also increases. A very short pick route can 





The explosive strategy creates a stocking dispersion whereby multiple customer 
order SKUs are stored in close proximity. As Ei is increased Li also increases and a 
customer order can be picked from any of the Li locations. When many orders are active, 
the probability is high that several can be picked from a single aisle. IFWs are organized 




in a pick-to-belt configuration, and as shown in figure above, the picker travels along aisles 
and then enters an aisle. This allows for a very short pick route that traverses just one or 
two aisles and can fulfill several orders simultaneously, with possibly multiple orders from 
the same bin. While the pick zone assigned to a picker is large, for each pick instance there 
are several optimal or very good routes of 10 to 15 picks, and as shown in figure 4 each 
targets a different part of the assigned zone. This structural change in the picking behavior 
allows an IFW to achieve its same day shipment objective. 
 
  High Transactions and Total Digital Control 
 
We observed a high level of digital activity control in the IFW. The explosive storage and 
single unit picks result in a higher rate of store/pick movements per unit shipment, and the 
number of data transactions is also much larger. Little decision making is done at the human 
level and all movements are modelled and instructed by a central controller. Both stockers 
and pickers have only short term visibility, possibly less than 15 minutes, of their next 
actions. As an example, in a picklist of 12 items, the picker only knows the next 4-5 items. 
Possibly the controller maybe updating the pick list in real time. During the visits little 
information about the control logic was known to floor level workers.  There was also tight 
control on worker discretions, for example, workers must pick orders in the instructed 
sequence. IFWs integrate high levels of physical and data automation with high levels of 
labor.  
 
3.3 Modelling Fulfillment Operations 
Based on the observational study we propose a new model to describe the product flows 
and associated operations in an IFW. Specifically, this model highlights the key 




three operational segments (i) receiving – explosion and stocking, (ii) fulfillment – order 
picking and (iii) shipping – packaging and dispatch. Here we focus only on the first two 
and consider two classes of workers (i) stockers and (ii) pickers. The model notation is 
introduced next, followed by a brief description of the operations: 
 
i ∊ N Items or SKU’s stocked in the warehouse   
b∊ M Sequentially numbered storage locations/bins in the warehouse 
z Storage zones defined by a range of contiguous bins  {b ∊ z | Bmin,z ≤ b ≤ Bmax,z }  
s∊ Sz Stockers assigned to zone z 
 
p∊ Pz Pickers assigned to zone z  
Ei  Explosion factor assigned to item i 
t ∊  T Operational periods (days) in the control model  
r∊ Rt Incoming bulk received during period t  
j∊ Jt Customer orders received during period t  
Ii,b,t Inventory of item i in bin b at the end of period t 
Storage Parameters 
Vi  Volume of item i 
Gi Minimum storage lot for item i 
β Volume capacity of a storage bin, assumes all bins are identical in size 
 
Receiving: Every period incoming bulk is received for Rt items. Depending on the 
replenishment policy Rt could be less than 1% or as much as 10% of N. The bulk quantities 




The IFW controller explodes each received item into Ei lots such that each is larger than 
Gi. Each lot is assigned to a specific bin location such that i Ii,b,tVi ≤ β. From the set of 
pending stock lots, the earliest free stocker is assigned an item stocking list which identifies 
for each item the SKU, lot quantity and storage bin. The only constraints are that the total 
list volume is less than χ the stocking cart capacity, and all bins are in the stocker assigned 
zone. The stocker completes the stocking order and reenters the free stocker queue. This 
process continues until all received items are stored, or the period is over. Items not stocked 
during the period will be pending next period.  For each incoming bulk r let Ur,t be the 
associated SKU,  Ar,t the arrival time and Qr,t the quantity received. 
 
Fulfillment: Every period the warehouse receives Jt customer orders many of which could 
be for the same item. These orders are fulfilled from the stocked inventory at the end of the 
last period. This not a binding assumption and an advanced model could make the 
inventory immediately available for fulfillment. When a picker is free, the IFW controller 
generates an order pick list which identifies the SKU, pick quantity and bin location. The 
list of candidate picks is very large, and the solution space is described by the product of 
the number of pending orders and Li in the picker’s zone. The order picking algorithm is 
driven by the performance objective described below. Note that orders are arriving 
continuously and are time stamped. The picker completes the picking list and reenters the 
free picker queue. This process continues until all received items are stored, or the period 
is over. Items not stocked during the period will be pending next period. For each incoming 






  Performance Objective – Minimize Fulfillment Time 
 
As noted earlier a key IFW differentiator is immediate fulfillment, with a goal of same day 
shipment. Figure illustrates the inventory time line for a shipped item. The two 
performance metrics are order fulfillment time – the interval between order receipt and 
shipment, and stocking time – the interval between bulk receiving and bin stocking. Clearly 
long stocking time will effect and limit the number of available picking locations, and in 
the extreme case could lead to stock outs even when the item is already in the warehouse. 
The primary market driven objective, though, is simply the fulfillment time measured on 
either a linear or quadratic scale. Let Ĉj,t  be the order fulfillment time then: 
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Note that Ĉj,t  is on an hourly clock extended across periods. While the observational study 
provided no further insights on whether a simple, quadratic or some combination metric 
was used, for the remainder of this dissertation, we will consider only the simple metric. 
On an operational basis the IFW Controller decision variables are linked to the picking and 
socking lists that are generated throughout the period. While these decision problems share 
similarities with the traditional order picking problems, the explosive strategy changes 






  Uniform Random Stocking List Algorithm 
 
In random storage policy, the most common stocking objective is location selection based 
on class of use, space availability and proximity to associated SKUs. In an IFW the focus 
is on stocking time and location and subsequent influence on fulfillment time. The IFW 
stocking list problem is therefore different from traditional problems since multiple 
locations are selected for the E lots from the same bulk. Individual lots are stocked at 
different times depending on the zones they are sent to. Here we present an initial solution 
to the problem. 
1. Initiate the algorithm and set t=1. 
 
2. Explode all arriving bulk into stocking lots. Maximum number of exploded lots is 
constrained by the storage minimum. This is multiplied by the explosion ratio to derive 
the target number of lots: 
 
 ∈      , = 1
,  ℎ  = ,        (3.5) 
 
Qr,t is then equally distributed across y = 1 to Xr,t lots with qy,r,t units. To maintain 
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3.  Assign each exploded lot to a storage bin location Ďy,r,t using a uniform random rule. 
If the bin capacity is exceeded then another bin assignment is generated. 
 
 





4. Update the bin inventory Ii,b,t = Ii,b,t + qy,r,t  where i=Ur,t  and b= Ďy,r,t. At the end of this 
step all the exploded lots arriving in t have been assigned to bins and are in the stocking 
queue described by the vector Řξ,t = { Ur,t  , Ar,t  , qy,r,t  , Ďy,r,t } where ξ is a counter 
assigned to all exploded stocking lots in period t, plus those carried over from the 
previous period. 
 
5. We assume the stocking shift starts at time zero and ends at Ts. Let ϕs be the free or 
available time of a stocker, and at the start of period set ϕs =0 for all s. The following 
notation is used to describe a stocking list: 
 
 
e  Stocking list number, set e=0 at the start of a period 
k, K Sequential stocking stops in a list and the maximum stops 
Še,t  Stocker assigned to list e 
Fk,e,t Stocking lot processed in stop k of list e  
δ1,e,t  δ2,e,t Stocking list start and end times 
τe τw τb Stocking list setup time, stocking time per unit, and travel time per unit bin 
λ  Current location of stocker in the list 
 
6. Identify the next available stocker s*, ϕs* =Min{ ϕs | all s}.  If ϕs* >Ts then no more lots 
can be stocked in this period, go to step 10. Let z* be such that s*∊z*. Initiate a new 
stocking list e=e+1 and assign Še,t =s*. 
 
7. Select the first stop in list e to be the earliest pending lot ξ* in the queue such that:  
 
{Ar,t ∊Řξ*,t}= Min{ Ar,t | Bmin,z* ≤ Ďy,r,t ≤ Bmax,z* for all pending ξ} 
Set F1,e,t=ξ*, δ1,e,t={Ar,t ∊Řξ*,t}, δ2,e,t = (δ1,e,t+τe+τw{qy,r,t ∊Řξ*,t}), Û={qy,r,t 
∊Řξ*,t}(Vi|i={Ur,t∊Řξ*,t}) and λ={Ďy,r,t ∊Řξ*,t}. Remove ξ* from the queue list Řξ,t. 
 
8. Increment the stop to k=k+1. Add lots to list using the closest bin rule, select ξ* from 
the queue such that:  
 
{ |λ-Ďy,r,t|∊Řξ*,t}= Min{ |λ-Ďy,r,t| | Bmin,z* ≤ Ďy,r,t ≤ Bmax,z* for all pending ξ} 
Set Fk,e,t =ξ*, δ2,e,t = (δ2,e,t +τb|λ-Ďy,r,t|+τw {qy,r,t ∊Řξ*,t}), Û= Û+{qy,r,t 





9. If any of the list stopping conditions is met then no more lots can be added to the list: 
(i) Cart capacity Û >Ü  (ii) Maximum stops k=K or (iii) Shift has ended  δ2,e,t >Ts. Else 
return to step 7 to add more lots. 
 
10. If there are pending orders in Řξ,t then go to step 5.  
 
11. If t<T then update t=t+1 and go to step 2. Else stop. 
 
  Narrow Band Order Picking Algorithm (NBOP) 
 
As noted the primary objective of an IFW is immediate fulfillment, and critical to this is 
the prescriptive model by which the order picking list is created. We believe significantly 
different from the traditional problem, and defines a new class of IFW order picking 
problems. Two decisions are integral to creating the order picking list here,  which orders 
to serve in the next pick list and which storage locations to fulfill the order from. The 
following notation is used to describe a picking list. 
f  Picking list number, set f=0 at the start of a period 
k, Ǩ  Sequential picking stops in a list and the maximum stops 
Ṕf,t  Picker assigned to list f 
Gk,f,t  Customer order processed in stop k of list f  
Ḋk,f,t  Bin location from which order in stop k of list f is fulfilled 
δ1,f,t  δ2,f,t Picking list start and end times 
τe τw τb  Picking list setup time, Picking time per unit, and travel time per unit bin 






The order picking queue is described by the vector Ôj,t = {Wj,t , Cj,t , Hj,t }. When a 
picker becomes available the algorithm identifies the earliest Cj,t in the queue that can be 
fulfilled from the associated zone. This order is the first pick, and subsequent picks are 
selected from orders that can be filled within a narrow band of the current location and the 
earliest Cj,t. The proposed algorithm is described as: 
 
1. Initiate the algorithm by setting t=1. 
 
2. We assume the picking shift starts at time zero and ends at TP. Let ϕp be the free or 
available time of a picker, and at the start of period set ϕp =0 for all p. 
 
3. Add all orders for t to the order queue Ôj,t. If there an unfilled order from the 
previous period they are also added to Ôj,t. 
 
4. Identify the next available picker p*, ϕp* =Min{ ϕp | all p}.  If ϕp* >Tp then no more 
orders can be processed in this period, go to step 9. Let z* be such that p*∊z*. 
Initiate a new stocking list f=f+1 and assign Ṕf,t =p*. 
 
5. Select the first stop in list f to be the earliest pending order j* in the queue such that:  
 
Cj*,t = Min{ Cj,t | Ii,b*,t ≥Hj,t  for some Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z* where i= Wj,t , for j ∊Ôj,t} 
Set G1,f,t=j* and Ḋk,f,t =b*. Since the picking cannot start till the next customer order 
arrives set δ1,f,t=Max(ρ+Cj*,t , ϕp*), where is a start delay to allow for more incoming 
orders to be included in the current pick. In a high volume IFW, though, most often we 
can expect δ1,f,t=ϕp*.  Set δ2,f,t = (δ1,f,t+τe+τwHj*,t), and η=b*. Remove j* from the queue 
list Ôj,t. and update the inventory Ii,b*,t=Ii,b*,t -Hj*,t  where i= Wj*,t. 
 
6. Increment the stop to f=f+1. Add orders to the pick list by searching for the earliest 
pending order j* in the queue that can be fulfilled within a band of λ bins from the 
current location.  
 
Cj*,t = Min{ Cj,t | Cj,t ≤ δ1,f,t, Ii,b*,t ≥Hj,t  for some Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z* and  






If no j* meets the condition then the picking list is ended and go to step 7. Else, Set  
Ḋk,f,t =b*, δ2,f,t = (δ2,f,t+τb|η-b*|+τwHj*,t), and η=b*. Remove j* from the queue list Ôj,t. 
and update the inventory Ii,b*,t=Ii,b*,t -Hj*,t  where i= Wj*,t. 
 
7. If any of the list stopping conditions is met then no more orders can be added to the 
list: (i) The queue list Ôj,t is empty (ii) Maximum stops k=Ǩ or (iii) Shift has ended  
δ2,f,t >TP. Else return to step 6 to add more orders. 
 
8. If there are pending orders in Řξ,t then go to step 4.  
 







4.1 Simulation Modelling 
A simulation is an artificial reality that is developed to model a real system or process in 
order to obtain predictive information that is useful in decision making without the risk and 
expense of building the actual system. Simulations are suitable for problems in which there 
are no closed-form analytical solutions.  By simulating a system for many replications and 
recording the observations, system statistics can be computed in order to make evaluations 
and design strategies. Simulation models are classified as: (i) static or dynamic models, (ii) 
stochastic or deterministic models, and (iii) discrete-event or continuous models. 
 
  Categorization of Simulation Models 
 
Harrell and Charles (2004), defines the categories:  
Static simulation is not based on time and often involves drawing random samples 
to generate a statistical outcome, so it is sometimes called Monte Carlo simulation.  
 
Dynamic simulation includes the passage of time; a clock mechanism moves 
forward in time and state variables are updated as time advances.  
 
Deterministic simulations have constant inputs and produce constant outputs.  
 
Stochastic simulations have random inputs and produce random outputs.  
 
Discrete-event simulation is one in which state changes occur at discrete points in 
time as triggered by events such as the arrival of an entity to a workstation, the 





Continuous simulation is where state variables change continuously with respect 
to time and are therefore referred to as continuous-change state variables.  
 
Hybrid simulation is a combination of both discrete-event and continuous 
simulation capabilities. It is more beneficial since most processing systems that 
have continuous-change state variables also have discrete-change state variables. 
 
The main difference between continuous and discrete models is that discrete models 
monitor what happens to an individual item in the system whereas continuous models 
monitor the entire system. When a warehouse is being simulated, a continuous model is 
more appropriate since the system is continuously collecting observations of a continuous 
flow of information and items as time gradually increments by a specified amount of time. 
 
  Steps of Creating a Simulation 
 
Steps of creating a simulation are: 
1. Problem Definition: Identification and definition of the system or procedure that 
needs to be monitored clearly in order to mirror the system as closely as possible. 
 
2. Project Planning (Creating the Conceptual Model): Define objectives, 
formulate the problem, identify parameters, list performance measures, decide the 
time frame of the study and break down the task into workable pieces. 
 
3. Simulation Tool Selection: Based on the system requirements, determine which 
simulation tool is more appropriate. Building and running a simulation is a highly 
time consuming process. Therefore, choosing the right simulation tool is crucial.  
 
4. Input & Output Data Storage Selection: Based on the problem size, decide a data 
storage method. 
 
5. Input Data Collection & Analysis: Determine type of input data to collect. If an 
existing system is going to be modeled, collect existing data. If the system does not 





6. Output Data Storage: Create tables, identify database primary and foreign keys, 
define primary key attributes, create entity relationship diagram by validating keys 
and relationships. 
 
7. Formulate and Develop a Model (Creating the Computer Model): Translate the 
model into a programming language by drawing schematics and network diagrams 
of the system. Programming languages like Python, R, SQL, or VBA are more 
flexible than general purpose simulators like ARENA, Simio, and Simul8. 
Although, construction of simulation modelling using programming languages may 
be more challenging.  
 
8. Verification & Validation of the Model: Ensure that the model performs as 
intended, if possible, compare the model’s performance under known conditions 
with the performance of the real system. 
 
9. Experimental Design: Decide on problem size, system parameters, and levels of 
each input variable, determine the desirable number of simulation runs and number 
of replications needed to gather a sufficient amount of output data to do a statistical 
analysis. 
 
10. Perform Simulation Runs: Plan an organized way of running simulations and 
documenting simulation results. 
 
11. Analyze Results: Interpret results and report an analysis of performance measures. 
A statistical analysis may be necessary to validate the model and/or test the 
hypothesis. Once the simulation process is completed, there may be a need to 
improve and redesign the existing model. In this case, necessary changes must be 
made and steps must be repeated. 
 
 Database Needs of a Simulation 
 
Simulation modelling is used to mimic the behavior of the real system and the main purpose 
of simulation is to gather and collect observations of the monitored system as a function of 
time (Taha and Elizandro, 2008). This makes data handling: database selection, storing and 
accessing the data generated in each run of a simulation experiment a key concept in 
simulation modelling. There are various simulation software products as well as 




efficiently store and retrieve large amounts of simulation data. Particularly continuous 
simulation modelling of a complex system requires a large amount of input data and 
generates a large amount of output data. For that reason data logging options of generic 
simulation packages will not be able to store the output data of these complex models in 
an organized and structured way. Therefore when collected data is large a separate database 
should be considered. 
IFW simulation is a quite multifaceted and requires a well-rounded database. Input 
data for the IFW model is generated in MS Excel, then transferred to MS Access in order 
to generate a collection of database tables. The queries to run the simulation and code to 
record output data are written in Visual Basic, which is implemented in MS Access. 
 
4.2 Simulating IFWs 
 Simulation Objective  
 
The first decision in building a simulation is defining the objective. Our objective is 
building a simulation model that compares an IFW with explosive storage policy to a 
warehouse that uses known bulk storage policies, and test the hypothesis that is: 
A fully randomized explosive storage policy warehouse has more efficient picking 
operations and shorter fulfillment times compared to a traditional fixed location 
policy warehouse. 
 
 Warehouse Operations   
 
A simulation model should contain all operations in a warehouse that are associated with 
the main objective in order to accurately mimic the real system. Although, expanding the 




running the simulation. Therefore, the decision is what will be included in the simulation 
that effects the objective directly.  The four main warehousing operations and some 
decisions that are included in the simulation are: 
 
1. Receiving (Procurement): What is the initial inventory at the beginning of a 
simulation experiment? Which SKUs should be replenished based on a realistic 
demand/sales relationship and in what quantity should SKUs be ordered? 
 
2. Sales (Order Generating): What is the demand behavior and what are demand 
classes? What should be the total number of sales in a specified number of time and 
what distribution should be used? 
 
 
3. Storing: It is known that IFWs use a randomized storage policy. What level of 
randomness should be modeled? Is there any kind of computer control in warehouse 
space utilization? How can zoning be adapted? What is the size and design of the 
warehouse? How many zones are appropriate? How many storage associates should 
be assigned?  
 
4. Picking & Packing & Shipping: What picking policy should be adapted? How 
many pickers should be assigned? Should packing and shipping operations be 
simulated along with picking? What is the size of simulated problem? Since picking 
time effects fulfillment time of an order primarily, what kind of algorithm should 
be used? 
 
4.2.3 Warehouse Design 
 
The main interest of this simulation model is finding out fulfillment times of customer 
orders and optimizing the receiving/sales/picking processes in an IFW. What makes an 
IFW different than a traditional warehouse is basically the size and storage policies, and 
therefore, the strongest impact is on storage and picking times. The observed IFWs were 
1.2 million square feet, and the entire warehouse was divided into zones. Considering the 





         Figure 4.1 Warehouse design. 
 
The base model warehouse has 9 zones identified by AA, AB, CA etc. and 6 aisles 
divided into 6 bookshelf like pods with 10 shelves each in each pod. Total number of 
storage locations sum up to: 
Zx,y= 1,…, z  z ∈ Z [1,9}]  
Sx = 1,…, ï  ï ∈ Ï [1,6] (horizontal identifier of aisles in a zone.) 
Sy = 1,…, ë  ë ∈ Ë [1,6] (vertical identifier of aisles in a zone.) 
Sz = 1,…, ö  ö ∈ Ö [1,10] (number of shelves) 
 
M = ï x ë x ö x z = 6 x 6 x 10 x 9 = 3240 storage locations. 
The simulation process is consists of two main activities: Receiving and Sales. For ease of 
calculation, aisles in each zone for both operations are set unidirectionally and we assume 
storage locations are linearly positioned. A walking path to visit 360 bins in a zone looks 
like the Figure 4.2: 




 Input Data Generation 
 
IFWs are busy warehouses with very high transaction rates in all operations mainly because 
of the size of the warehouse and the explosive storage policy they are using. For this case 
it was particularly difficult, because there was no initial data from the observed IFWs. 
Therefore all data used in the model was carefully generated using probability distributions 
in order to accurately represent the nature of IFWs where customer orders are taken online 
and minimizing fulfillment time is the main objective. A data file is created in MS Excel 
in order to create different scenarios with 7 tabs: Interface, Item, Startup inventory, 
Receiving, Sales, People, and Location. 
 
The interface tab is used to enter parameter values to generate experiments. Parameters 
include number of SKUs, size of the warehouse, employee/zone and employee/task 
assignment, number of sales orders received, number of days that simulation runs, search 
band size pick list size, bin volume and so on.  
 
The item tab acts like an appendix where all essential information for each SKU is stored. 
The information includes but is not limited to the number of minimum packing 
requirements (minpack), dimensions (volume) and weight. This uniform random variables 
are created with uniform distribution using excel functions and they are static for all of the 
experiments. Item table also has more information in it in order to generate receiving and 
sales tabs such as monthly sales, number of inbound orders, number of customer orders. 
These data are gathered exogenously. 
 
Startup inventory is on hand inventory which is about %10 of the monthly sales along 




assignment of these items differ for varying explosion ratios. The number of storage 
locations for each item that initial inventory is stored increases as explosion ratio increases. 
 
Receiving tab has receiving ID, SKU, quantity, and arrival time of inbound items that are 
being used in an experiment. The quantity is decided to be within 20% of the mean quantity 
per received order which can be adjusted for different design of experiments. 
 
Sales tab has the sales ID, SKU, quantity and order arrival time. The number of sales orders 
are calculated based on sales per day and the quantity is considered to be around the mean 
quantity of sales orders of each item. 
 
People tab has employee ID, shift start-end times for each worker, and labor allocation 
(role of the worker, picker or storer) in each zone.  
Location tab has exact address of a storage location in terms of aisle and zone. It is used 
to resize the warehouse when creating new experiments. For example, when the total 
number of storage locations is increased from 900 to 1800, location addresses of the 900th 





  Figure 4.3 Input data generation file. 
 
 Constructing the Database using MS Access 
 
The first step creating the simulator is creating the database. A database is basically bunch 
of tables filled with data that are tied with primary keys. Primary key of a table uniquely 
identifies each record in the table. Data cannot be stored into a database without first 
creating a table, and tables do not create a database without establishing relationships using 
a primary key. 
 
Create Tables: A simulation database requires tables for imported input data, to record 
output data and to temporarily save data as simulation runs. Each table consists of three 
columns: field name, data type (number, currency, etc.), and description (optional, to be 





Create Primary Key(s): A primary key is a special relational database table column(s) 
designated to uniquely identify all table records. A primary key must contain a unique 
value for each row of data (cannot contain null values). 
List of tables can be viewed on the left side using the Navigation Pane: 
 
Figure 4.4 Objects view of tables in MS Access. 
 
Visual representation of a relational database structure that illustrates all the 
entities, attributes and relationships can be viewed in Microsoft Access.  It is important to 
verify that the tables are connected right before entering any information into the database. 
An entity in a database may represent a person, place, object, event or idea that stores and 
processes data. An entity in a relational database has its own table. Within the entity's table 
are the attributes, also referred to as a field or column that characterizes the entity. The 
Entity Relationship diagram in MS Access represent the entities as rectangles with the list 





An example of entity relationship table of IFWs look like: 
 
      Figure 4.5 Entity relationship diagram of IFW model. 
 
 Simulation Process 
 
The simulation process starts with importing the excel data file into access database. Visual 
Basic is used to code the process which is embedded into MS Access. Startup inventory is 
imported first, and since the locations in the initial inventory table are already assigned, the 
task here is to update the “Inventory” table with the given data. Code is written in a module 






 Figure 4.6 Design view of simulation modules. 
 
The simulation model mentioned in Chapter 4 is coded using Visual Basic and then 
the simulation is run several times for every experiment. The main elements of the control 
logic are Receiving, Storage and Fulfillment. The two algorithms represented in Chapter 
3: the Uniform Random Stocking List Algorithm which helps store received bulk items, 
and the Narrow Band Picking Algorithm which helps create pick lists are written in Visual 






   Figure 4.7 IFW control logic model. 
 
4.3 Performance Analysis of Explosive Storage 
An explosive storage policy requires considerably more resources both from a facility 
design and information technology context. A key analytical question then is what the 
likely fulfillment time performance advantages are. We used a simulation model to analyze 
the performance behavior of linear fulfillment time. A data driven simulation model was 
built in MS-Access/VBA platform. Considering the data requirements needed to track the 
exploded inventory, traditional discrete event simulation models could not be used. Given 
the processing time limits, the largest feasible model was run, and the parameters are shown 
in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1 Key Parameters for the Experimental IFW Problem 
 
 
N = 400 SKUs M = 3240 Bins  = 3000 in3 
Z = 9 (Equal Size) Sz = 6/zone Pz = 6/zone  
T = 9 days Ts = 8 Hours Tp = 8 Hours 




 Both incoming bulk and customer orders arrive uniformly during the day. The 
inventory replenishment strategy was set at 3 weeks, which gives about 220 unique SKU 
arrival during the 9 day interval. Customer order distribution was 80% for 1 unit, 15% for 
2 units and 5% for 3 units and the SKU distribution was also uniform. All items movements 
in the IFW simulator were prescribed by the stocking and picking algorithms described in 
the previous section. The two factors in the experimental design were:  (i) the explosion 
ratio Ψo which is set at the same Ψi value for all SKU – in 0.1 increments from 0.1 to 0.9 
and (ii) Ǩ the maximum number of picker stops – set at 10, 13, 15, 17 and 20. For 
consistency the same Rt and Jt data file was used in all experiments. The only random 
function in the simulation is Step 3 of the stocking algorithm, which generates different 
dispersion patterns. The number of repetitions was sets at 25, and the mean results were 
recorded. Additionally, 10 different Rt and Jt data files were created, but the data condition 
∑tRt = 220 and ∑tJt = 22000 was maintained across all data files. The results in the 
following section are the mean across all data files. Initial inventory files for all cases were 
generated to match Rt and Jt such that there no inventory stock outs. 
 
   Effect of Increasing Explosion Ratios 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the simulation results for five different settings of Ǩ with increasing 
explosion ratios. The longest fulfillment time of 76 minutes is used to benchmark the 
results. For all five Ǩ settings the fulfillment time drops consistently till Ψo =0.8. A Ψo 
=0.1 has very little explosion and is representative of a traditional warehouse with random 
or dedicated storage. For the experimental problem the fulfillment time decrease between 
Ψo = 0.1 and 0.8 ranged between 7% and 16% from the five solutions.  The results confirm 




improve fulfillment time.  We see that largest time reductions occur in the Ψo = 0.1 to 0.3 
range, and at the minimum IFWs should operate at the upper bounds of this range. The 
results also show that at Ψo=0.9 the fulfillment starts to trend up. Analysis of the results 
shows that at 0.8 the picking opportunities are maximized and further explosion does not 
generates only redundant opportunities. On the down side higher results in smaller qy,r,t 
which in turn results in many single unit inventory locations. This then limits the picking 
options for 2 and 3 unit orders, and the fulfillment time delays. 
 
 





           Table 4.2 Fulfillment Time as Function of Increasing Explosion Ratios 
 
  An Optimal Picking Parameter – Ǩ 
 
In Figure 4.8 we saw that the fulfillment time trend was not monotonic as the maximum 
number of picking stops Ǩ was increased. Table 4.2 presents the rearranged data, with 
fulfillment time as a function of Ǩ. Clearly, Ǩ does effect the fulfillment time significantly 
and the behavior is convex, implying that for a given IFW problem there is likely an 
optimal Ǩ setting. The convexity becomes sharper as we trend towards the best performing 
Ψo setting. For the problem studied here the optimal value occurs at Ǩ=13 consistently 
across all explosion ratios. For the case of Ψo =0.8 the fulfillment time rises sharply by 
10% when Ǩ is changed from to 13 to 10, and by 15% when changed from 13 to 20. Note 
that this behavior is specific to the narrow band picking algorithm used here, newer 
algorithms may shows different sensitivity to Ǩ. Analysis of the results shows that when is 
limited to 10 then many opportunities for a quick pick are neglected. In contrast as is 
increased to 20 the longer pick cycle delays the fulfillment of the first picks in the list. As 
an example if the pick cycle time increases by 10 minutes due to the 7 additional picks, 
then the first 13 picks are all delayed by an additional 10 minutes. 
 
10 13 15 17 20
0.1 0.961 0.937 0.952 0.969 1.000
0.2 0.916 0.874 0.905 0.919 0.987
0.3 0.894 0.843 0.864 0.897 0.973
0.4 0.906 0.834 0.861 0.907 0.973
0.5 0.901 0.823 0.848 0.898 0.969
0.6 0.886 0.808 0.835 0.880 0.961
0.7 0.887 0.800 0.818 0.868 0.949
0.8 0.875 0.776 0.791 0.841 0.925
0.9 0.887 0.788 0.806 0.852 0.936





           Figure 4.9 Fulfillment time as function of the maximum number of picking stops. 
 
Table 4.3 Average Fulfillment Time as a Function of the Max Number of 
Pick Stops 
 
    Average Number of Stops in a Pick List 
 
The narrow band algorithm is designed to find picking options within a narrow band from 
the current picker location. Figure 5 show the results for three Ǩ settings. For all three 
settings, the average number of picks increases with increasing explosions rations, 
confirming that that the explosion policy provide many more picking options with a short 
10 13 15 17 20
0.1 71.22 69.46 70.58 71.81 74.14
0.2 67.93 64.83 67.08 68.12 74.16
0.3 66.30 62.51 64.04 66.48 72.14
0.4 67.14 61.83 63.86 67.22 72.17
0.5 66.79 61.02 62.85 66.56 71.87
0.6 65.68 59.89 61.88 65.24 71.26
0.7 65.73 59.32 60.64 64.36 70.39
0.8 64.90 57.52 58.61 62.33 68.59
0.9 65.74 58.43 59.75 63.16 69.37




route. Between Ψo =0.1 to 0.4 the number of picks increased by 74%, but between Ψo =0.4 
to 0.9 the number of picks only increased by 8%. Clearly the explosion to picking 
advantages are greatest in the early increases. Further analysis of the results, though, 
reveals the pick quality improves with the larger explosions ratios. In the lower values, 
many of the picks are delayed orders, and at times for the same SKU. The overall 
performance impact is faster fulfillment times. 
 
 
    Figure 4.10. Average number of stops in a pick list. 
 
Table 4.4 Average Number of Picks 
13 15 17
0.1 7.00 7.06 7.13
0.2 8.30 8.66 8.86
0.3 8.89 9.28 9.55
0.4 9.26 9.77 10.12
0.5 9.47 10.04 10.53
0.6 9.54 10.14 10.62
0.7 9.67 10.30 10.84
0.8 9.82 10.44 11.01
0.9 9.84 10.49 11.10





4.4  Results and Conclusions 
IFWs are a new and innovative concept in warehousing allowing for efficient and direct 
fulfillment of online customers orders. During the last decade both pure online and Omni 
channel retailers have been building IFWs, and we find the IFW operating policies and 
physical design to be significantly different from traditional warehouses. This model 
describes the associated receiving and fulfillment product flows. Explosive storage of 
incoming bulk allows for much quicker fulfillment of incoming customer orders. Two 
decision algorithms for (i) generating a stocking list and (ii) creating an order picking list 
are formulated and presented. 
  A simulation model to evaluate the fulfillment time performance advantages of the 
explosive policy was built. Experimental runs were conducted on a problem with N=400, 
M=3240, bulk receipts ∑t Rt = 220 and customer orders ∑t Jt = 22000. The base case of Ψo 
=0.1 was considered equivalent to traditional storage policy. The results show that 
increasing levels of explosions reduce the linear fulfillment time by as much as 16%, 
confirming that the IFW storage policy is advantageous. The results also show that 
fulfillment time behavior is convex as a function of the picking algorithm parameter Ǩ. The 
average number of actual stops is also observed to rise with higher explosion ratios. The 
performance results are based on the two algorithms presented here. Both algorithms can 
be further extended to further improve the decision model leading further performance 








ADVANCED ORDER PICKING ALGORITHMS FOR IFWs 
 
In Chapter 4, the fulfillment time performance of explosive storage policy was evaluated 
using a simulation model. In the experimental problems fulfillment time decreased by as 
much as 16% with higher explosion ratios. However, the NBOP algorithm does not fully 
exploit all picking opportunities provided by explosive storage policy. The NBOP is a 
greedy algorithm that finds the most attractive pick and then builds a pick list from it. In 
this chapter, a more advanced algorithm is developed that evaluates the likelihood of 
finding multiple picks from an attractive bin which is surrounded by other attractive bins. 
To serve the immediate fulfillment objective of IFWs, a hybrid approach of 
batching, and pick sequencing policy is formed. In the literature the objective is to reduce 
warehouse workload, therefore the travelling salesman problem is used. In explosive 
storage identical items are stored in multiple locations throughout the warehouse. The 
solution strategy must find an inventory cluster from a subset of the earliest ordered items 
in order to minimize travel and fulfillment time. 
 
Traditional warehouses plan their outbound shipments days or weeks in advance 
whereas in IFWs the fulfillment process has more fluidity. Ideally each order remains in 
the system for a few hours and only a small percentage of orders would be delayed to the 
next day. The factors that may affect average fulfillment time include size and design of 





5.1   MIP Formulation of the Picking Problem  
In mathematical programming, the objective is always to maximize or minimize a function 
of some variables that are controlled by the decision maker. They are the unknowns of a 
mathematical programming model. The variables are often called decision variables 
because the problem is to decide what value each variable should take. When one or more 
decision variable is an integer, the problem is called Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) 
problem.  
We consider a case where thousands of customer orders are pending, each of which 
are associated with a single SKU. The order quantity and the inventory dispersion through 
the storage zone is known. For a given pick list size Π, the problem is to find a cluster of 
bins such that there is sufficient inventory within the cluster to fulfill at least Π orders. Let 
Lmin and Lmax be the first and last bins in the cluster, the objective then is to minimize Lmax 
- Lmin which is the pick travel distance. In the ideal case there would be a bin with sufficient 
inventory to fulfill Π orders, and Lmax - Lmin = 0.  
 
 
















∑ ∑ , =                                                  ∀ ,                        (5.1) 
∑ , ≤ 1                                                       ∀ ,                  (5.2) 
∑ , . , ≤ ,                                             ∀ ,                       (5.3) 
 ≥ , . ,                                             ∀ ,                      (5.4) 
 ≤ , . ( − ( − 1) , )                ∀ ,                      (5.5) 
 
 Where: 
, ∈ {0,1}  ∀ ,  ( , = 1 if order is assigned to the pick list) 
 
 Pick list size 
,  Order quantity for item i in order j. For each j only one i is non-zero 
Ii,b Inventory of item i in bin b 
Bj,b Order j is fillable from bin b. Bj,b =1 if both Hi*,j and Ii*,b are non-zero 
b ∈ M The highest bin number in the warehouse 
 
Equation (5.1) ensures that exactly Π orders are selected, while equation (5.2) 
ensures that an order is filled only once. IFWs are physically very large and therefore 
divided into many picking zones which have at least one dedicated picker. However, the 
area assigned to a picker is still very large, so keeping the pick lists limited is assumed to 
shorten the fulfillment time. The solution of this model results in the assignment of orders 




In Chapter 4, an IFW where more than 22,000 orders are handled a day was 
investigated, and the role of Π in equation (5.1) is investigated as a parameter and it was 
found that a pick list with 10 to 15 orders performed best.  
Another subject that must be considered is inventory control. Equation (5.3) ensures 
that ordered quantity of the associated SKU can never exceed the quantity in the bin. As 
explosion ratio increases, item dispersion increases. Consequently, the probability of 
finding an item in close proximity is greater. However, greater explosion ratios result in 
smaller quantities of each item in bins, which may be undesirable if ordered quantity is 
high. 
Equations (5.4) and (5.5) measure the distance travelled to complete a pick list. 
Locations in a pick zone are assumed to be linear and numbered sequentially. The 
difference determines the travel distance to complete a pick list. Lmax is calculated easily 
because it is the greatest bin number in the generated pick list. Calculating Lmin may be 
trivial in cases where Xj,b is zero, therefore adjustments are made to prevent it from 
becoming zero. 
 
5.2 Decision Variable Space 
The difficulty of MIP problems is said to be measured by the number of binary variables 
that is called the decision variable space (DVS). Although traditional storage policies have 
limited storage locations for SKUs the MIP may still be NP-hard. In the IFW problem, the 
decision space is much larger with many orders that can be picked from innumerable bins 




We have identified our decision variables as a pending order j (1 ≤ j ≤ J) to be 
selected in a pick list to be picked from a bin location (1 ≤ b ≤ M) where it is stored. That 
is:  
 
, ∈ {0,1}                           ∀ ,  ( , = 1 if order is in the pick list, 0 otherwise) 
, ,                      j= 1, 2, …, J;  b = 1, 2, …, M. 
 
Therefore, the decision variable space is a JxM matrix. Considering the size of 
IFWs, the beehive-type storage systems, and the number of transactions made, the problem 
is impossible to solve without modification. The necessity of generating new pick lists as 
current pick lists are completed and new orders are received requires a reduction in problem 
size in order to obtain faster solutions.  
The original problem in Chapter 4 has J=22,000 customer orders per day and 
M=3,240 bins to fulfill the orders from. The decision space consists of 22,000 x 3,240 = 
71,280,000 decision variables. Since a mathematical programming problem with over a 
thousand variables is considered NP-hard, a problem with over 70 million variables is 
impossible to solve with known methods. In the following section, we investigate strategies 
to reduce the problem size and to shorten the solution time without any loss of data by 
generating lists with (i) order elimination by selecting orders based on arrival time, (ii) bin 
pre-selection by picking the orders from only some selected bins where the associated 
SKUs are stored and (iii) eliminating pre-selected bins that cannot be part of the optimal 
solution because of either inventory or location requirements. In addition, two heuristic 





5.3   Decision Variable Space Reduction 
In this section, problem reduction is demonstrated with some examples. The decision 
variable space is a JxM matrix where J is a number of unfulfilled orders and M is a 
sequential number that counts storage locations where items are stored. An example of a 
decision variable space where there are 20 orders and location addresses of the items in 
each order may be similar to the following chart: 
 
  Figure 5.2 Order-bin location map. 
 
 Increasing the size of the problem makes it more suitable to the nature of IFWs. Thus, the 
model is updated to 6000 commingled bins with 22,000 x 6,000 = 132,000,000 decision 
variables. The problem is extremely difficult or impossible to solve for an optimal solution 
as is. The DVS needs to be reduced using order reduction and bin selection methods. 
 
 Selection of Customer Orders 
 
The primary goal of IFWs is immediate fulfillment by more efficiently placing orders in 
the first available truck. Incoming orders are clustered together and assigned to pickers 




with about 400 orders per second on peak days. It is assumed that, on average, 100 orders 
are processed per second on non-peak days. Therefore, the MIP problem would need to be 
solved thousands of times a day. In order to minimize solution time of the MIP problem, 
the size of the decision variable matrix JxM must be reduced by first reducing J, the total 
number of orders. Let Ĵ be the first orders taken within a specified time interval. The 
pending order picking queue is described by the vector Ôj,t = {Wj,t , Cj,t , Hj,t } where Wj,t  is 
the associated SKU, Cj,t is order arrival time, and Hj,t order quantity. Let Cj*,t be the 
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This selection of orders reduces the decision variable space to ĴxM where Ĵ ⊂ J. 
This adjustment will help us reach the immediate fulfillment objective in a more timely 
fashion. For example, instead of using all 22,000 orders received in the initial case, the 
earliest 100 orders can be worked with. This reduces the DVS from 132,000,000 to 100 x 
6,000 = 600,000 variables. 
 
 Pre-Selection of Bins  
 
Explosive storage strategy requires a very large number of storage locations for each SKU 
and items are stored in small quantities. Relatively, the bin locations that these SKUs are 
stored in often change over time as orders are fulfilled and new items are stored. Therefore, 




digital control because of high transaction rates. Even after an elimination of orders, the 
MIP problem is still too large and needs further reduction. To handle this issue only some 
candidate pick locations are used for order fulfillment, such that a subset of bins k ≤ M 
that have the associated SKUs with the largest inventory in the warehouse is selected.  
 Considering our initial example, the pre-selection process reduces the decision 
space to 100 orders x 10 bins = 1,000 decision variables, which significantly reduces 
solution time. 
 
 Bin Weighing Method 
 
While searching for more reduction methods, it was realized that there were some bins in 
the decision space that could not be included in the solution space, due to distance and 
inventory requirements needed to complete the pick list. The idea is very similar to how 
web search engines work. Web crawlers scan all websites and acquire data, which could 
be the page title, images, keywords, or any other pages they link to. All data are indexed 
and ranked based on their appearance on the websites and how often they were searched 
for. Then, when a query is made, a list of offers is retrieved starting from the highest ranked 
website to lowest.  
Generally, users enter a query of a few keywords (Jansen et al., 2000).The search 
engine index already has the names of the sites containing the keywords ordered by their 
ranking. However, a combination of keywords requires more processing to bring out the 
best search results list. Every web page in the entire list must be weighed according to 




To mimic how search engines list the most relevant search results, two measures 
are created: Maximum Fillable Factor (mff) used to rank bins effectively, and Fillability 
Factor (ff) used to weight mff to bring out the more loaded bins that are located nearby. 
 
Maximum Fillable Factor counts the number of pending orders that can be fulfilled from 
each bin in the warehouse. That is: 
 
= ∑  ,  for  j ∈ Ô ,  ∀  ∊              (5.8) 
where , ∈ {0,1},   , = 1 if order j is fillable at bin b       
 
Fillablity Factor weighs mff in order to create a scalar of each bin in the warehouse to 
identify improved search ranges. A search bandwidth Δ is selected to search for the orders 
within a [+Δ, - Δ] range. A weight ω is given to all bins within the search bandwidth based 
on the distance between the central bin and the target bin, which is symbolized with δ. Bins 
closer to the center bin have a higher weight such that: 
 
   ω = 1 −      for    δ ∊ ∓Δ         (5.9) 
 
The Fillablity Factor ff is calculated for each bin such that: 
 





Figure 5.2 shows a simple example of ff calculation for bin 14887, assuming all other bins 
that are not shown are empty: 
 
             Figure 5.3 An example to bin weighting. 
 
In order to remove low-ranked bins that will not improve finding the optimal solution, a 
threshold is defined called Fillability Factor Threshold (fft), which is set on the ff. Bins that 
are less than that designated threshold are eliminated as well as the bins in a search 
bandwidth that cannot complete a pick list. That is: 
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                (5.11) 
= ∑ ,    ∀ ∊ , δ ∊  ∓Δ 
,  ∈ {0,1}   ∀ ,  ( , = 0 if order j is to be removed from the DVS) 




5.4  Bin Weighted Order Fillability Algorithms (BWOF) 
When solving MIP problems, there are various methods and tricks to shorten solution time. 
In addition to DVS reduction, another approach is introduced that generates seeds to solve 
MIP problems instantly. We call this seed generation technique Bin Weighted Order 
Fillability Algorithm (BWOF). The comparison of the full matrix solution, reduced matrix 
solution, and instant seed solutions will be presented in the next section. 
 Seed algorithms construct batches in two phases: seed selection and order 
congruency (De Koster, Roodbergen, 2007). Seeds act as a starting point in the solution of 
clustering algorithms. Then order congruency rules determine which unassigned order 
should be added into the pick list. Seed algorithms are introduced by Elsayed (1981) and 
Elsayed and Stern (1983) for routing operations in automated warehouses. More algorithms 
are considered in Hwang et al. (1988), Hwang and Lee (1988), and Pan and Liu (1995), 
Gibson and Sharp (1992), Rosenwein (1994), Ruben and Jacobs (1999). Existing examples 
are investigated in traditional warehousing environments where batch picking strategies 
were adopted.  De Koster (1999) investigated and compared some of seed selection rules 
that are: a random order, an order with large number of positions, an order with longest 
pick tour, an order which is most distantly-located, and order with the largest difference 
between the aisle number of the right-most and the left-most aisle to be visited.   
When a seed is plugged into MIP Solver, first the seed bin is examined to identify 
pending orders that can be fulfilled from. Next, the nodes within the search range with the 
seed are and evaluated in order to find the closest bin that can fulfill an awaiting order. 
This process continues until the shortest path is found to complete a pick list. We tested 
two seed algorithms for validation and compared the results with the optimal solution in 




 Heuristic 1 – Highest Maximum Fillable Factor  
 
The explosive storage policy and bins with commingled SKUs increase the probability of 
the number of pending orders that can be picked from a tight picking area as shown in 
Chapter 3. As our first seed, we use the bin with the highest ff since the associated bin is in 
the center of a range which is surrounded with other bins with high ff’s. In an ideal case, 
one pick list can be completed from one bin, and it would take just a few seconds to 
generate that particular list. However, due to high labor costs of storage, very high 
explosion ratios are not recommended. The calculation of seed 1 is as follows: 
 
=  { ∑ ∑   ,   .  1 −      for  j ∈ Ô ,  ∀  ∊ , and δ ∊ ∓ }   (5.12) 
 
 Heuristic 2 – Amplified Maximum Fillable Factor  
 
While testing Seed 1, it was found that the highest ff does not always find the best batch in 
cases where Seed 1 returns same measure for multiple bins. We improved the first 
algorithm which amplifies the weighing effect, so that the range where more orders can be 
fulfilled from will return a higher value. This was handled by multiplying each bin ff with 
the total number of orders that are fillable from that bin: 
 










The procedure to solve the MIP problem is summarized in Figure 5.3: 
 
Figure 5.4. MIP pick list generation procedure. 
 
5.5 Experimental Design 
Experiments are performed to test MIP solution time advantages of reduction methods, and 
seed algorithms. Three different warehouse sizes (A, B and C) are considered to analyze 
the power of our solution methods as problem size increases. Also, we aimed to prescribe 
a pattern for pick list size and pickers’ search bandwidth for varying problems that 
minimize the travel distance. Design of the cases are given in Table 5.1: 
 
Table 5.1 Experimental Design Problem Types 
Case 
Number of  
Pre-selected Orders 
Number of Alternative  
Bin Locations 
A 100       10 
B 120 12 





 Factors and Factor Levels 
 
Experiment factors include Pickers Search Bandwidth (λ), and Fillability Factor Threshold 
(fft). Experimental factor setting is shown in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2 Experimental Design Factors and Factor Levels 
 
There are 3x5x3x2x4=360 cells are in the results table to test the levels of ∏, λ and fft.  
 
 Factors for Seed Algorithms 
 
For seed algorithms, each case is examined for five different problems and three levels of 
pick list size: 8, 10, and 12. Hence, there are 3x5x3=45 different problems.  All problems 
are solved for (i) optimal and (ii) the two seed algorithms. Thus, there are 3x5x3x3=135 





Factors Factor Levels 
Case A, B, C (3 Levels) 
Problem Type (T) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (5 Levels) 
Pick List Size (∏) 8, 10, 12  (3 Levels) 
Pickers Search Bandwidth (λ) 10, 15  (2 Levels) 





Table 5.3 Factors for Seed Algorithms 
 
Total number of the results table is 360+135=495 cells. 
 
5.6 Solving the MIP 
Upon effectively reducing the decision variable space of the MIP problem, a solution 
method must be chosen that is proficient and has computational advantages. Even though 
remarkable progress in solving NP-hard problems has been made in recent years, it is still 
difficult to handle everyday scenarios that are larger and more complex in practice. Recent 
features added to MIP solvers at the algorithmic and hardware level have contributed 
gradually in solving more complex problems. Therefore, it is now possible to solve 
problems that were considered difficult or impossible to solve in the past (Lima and 
Grossmann, 2011).  
The most widely used solution technique by MIP solvers is the Branch and Bound 
approach where an upper bound is found by choosing any point in the region, or a point 
found by a local optimization method and a lower bound is found from convex relaxation, 
duality, Lipschitz or other bounds. The problem then is partitioned and the nodes that do 
not improve the existing solution are eliminated until the upper bound defined by integral 
solutions is equal to the lower bound given by fractional solutions.  
Factors Factor Levels 
Case A, B, C (3 Levels) 
Problem Type (T) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (5 Levels) 
Pick List Size (∏) 8, 10, 12  (3 Levels) 
Solution for optimal Full matrix  




 OpenSolver  
 
We formulated the MIP using the OpenSolver Advanced version to solve the experimental 
problems. OpenSolver is a MS Excel Add-in that works just like the built-in solver. It offers 
a range of optimization engines like COIN-OR, and CBC and can convert problems to 
AMPL to be solved with NEOS Solver, and Gurobi. It is particularly suitable for solving 
IFW picking problems, because there is no limit on the number of constraints or problem 
size. It reads almost all Excel functions and does the calculations on the sheet. It also color 
codes decision variables, constraints and the objective. A medium size problem built in 
OpenSolver looks like this: 
 
 
   Figure 5.5 OpenSolver problem design. 
 
OpenSolver uses an excel sheet for calculations. The model is built in a different 
window where the objective, decision variable space, constraints, preferred solver, upper 
time and iteration limits are defined. This particular problem has 200 unfulfilled customer 




(M7:V206). Binary decision variables define the orders that are in the pick list (B7:K206). 
Vector (L7:L2016) defines if an order is selected, and cell L207 sets the sum of selected 
orders to the defined constraint ∏=15. Inventory sufficiency is controlled on the right side 
which ensures that it never goes below zero. On the bottom left, a pick list that minimizes 
the shortest distance is generated. The list is ordered by order number by default. Actual 
route of the pick list is calculated in (P212:P226).  
 
 





In the model window, the objective is defined on top; decision variables right 
underneath the objective; constraints on the left side. Additional options offered are 
preferred solver, sensitivity analysis, linearity check, maximum solution time, number of 
iterations, branch and bound tolerance etc. It also offers a progress check window that is 
updated after evaluating every couple of hundred nodes. When all required information is 
entered correctly, the solver color codes the matrices to increase visual detectability.  
The greatest benefit of using explosive storage and commingled bins is that pickers 
have the advantage of reusing the same bin to fulfill more than one order. In this particular 
problem, two orders are fulfilled from bin 4740, two from 4746, one from 4750, two from 
4758, two from 4759, two from 4768, two from 4771, and two from 4777 sums up to 15.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 OpenSolver executing the model. 
 
The model window is reached by clicking the Model button, and the problem is 
solved for the optimal by clicking the solve button.  When solving a problem using seeds, 
a constraint is added to set the corresponding decision variable to 1. Consequently, the 
solver will remove the bins by eliminating the sub-problems using the branch and bound 
method. When solving reduced matrix problems, the alternative bin location matrix is 






5.7 Experimental Analysis 
 General Performance 
 
Figure 5.7 shows the comparison between the solution methods of our base case problem 
A, where there are = 100 orders to be picked from  = 10 alternative bins. The DVS 
matrix has x = 1000 cells. The reduced matrix is solved by using two levels of search 
bandwidth and 4 levels of fillability threshold. As the threshold increases, the number of 
cells to be evaluated is reduced and therefore solution time is shorter. Seed heuristic 
solutions are found instantaneously.  
For problems where the optimal could not be found using OpenSolver we consider 
the best results as the sub-optimal solutions which allow for comparisons of solution 
methods. In analyzing the general performance, only the solutions are displayed regardless 
of execution time and number of decision variables used.  
Figure 5.7 shows that out of 15 problems, six problems were not solvable using the 
full matrix. The reducing method provided the optimal or the suboptimal solution for all 
problems except for problem A4- 10. The seed solutions were able to find the optimal or 
the suboptimal in 8 different cases. For problems that seed heuristics couldn’t find the exact 
optimal or suboptimal, the difference is usually not significant. The right two columns 






Figure 5.8 Optimal to seed solution comparison of type A problems. 
 
Problem solution times depend on the computer being used. When using an average 
computer, a full matrix may take days to weeks and still be impossible to solve. The matrix 
reduction method generally takes up to a few hours, whereas seed heuristics provide a 
solution instantly.  
As shown in Table 5.7, the matrix reduction method found the minimum solution 
in 14 out of 15 cases. However, we prefer using seed heuristics since they provide instant 
solutions. If we consider both seed heuristics, in 8 out of 15 problems, an optimal or 
suboptimal solution is found within seconds. In only 3 problems the pick route is up to 
50% greater than the minimum solution found.  
The second case, Problem B, is a larger problem where ̂ = 120 orders and  =
12 bins, therefore the full DVS matrix has ̂ x = 1440 cells. The table below displays 






     Figure 5.9 Optimal to seed solution comparison for type B problems. 
 
Table 5.8 shows that seed heuristics perform better than the matrix reduction 
method for type B problems. Seed heuristics found an optimal or a suboptimal solution in 
11 out of 15 problems whereas the matrix reduction methods could only find 7. Using the 
seed algorithm, there is only one problem where the solution is 40% greater than the 
minimum found. Still, overall performance significantly improved.  
The third case, type C is the largest case with ̂ = 130 and  = 14 bins. The DVS 







 Figure 5.10 Optimal to seed solution comparison for type C problems. 
  
In type C problems, seed heuristics perform better than type A but worse than type 
B. The matrix reducing method and the seed heuristics found the minimum solution in 9 
out of 15 cases (not necessarily the same cases). Overall, performance comparison of seed 
heuristics for all problem types is provided below: 
 





Figure 5.10 shows that out of 45 cases, 28 are optimal or suboptimal were found by 
using either of the two seed algorithms. In 5 cases the lowest seed solutions are within 10% 
of the optimal. This sums up to an accuracy of approximately 75% in finding an optimal 
or a suboptimal solution within 10%. Similarly, 82% accuracy is obtained where the seed 
solution is within 20% of the optimal. The seed heuristics should show significant 
improvement over the narrow band pick algorithm and shorten the time to generate and 
complete a picklist. To measure the efficiency and the power of the seed heuristics, the 
narrow band picking algorithm in the simulation created in Chapter 4 is updated with the 
seed heuristics.  
 
 Average Pick Time Behavior 
 
In order to make an enhanced comparison, the data obtained from the experiments is 
standardized using the average distance per pick for each group of problems.  
 





Smaller lists take less time to complete. However, the average pick time is not 
enough to make a comparison and setup/drop-off times must be taken into consideration. 
Generating small lists will result in a greater number of total lists to complete all orders 
received in a day. Consequently, more time will be spent in setup/drop-off. The table below 
shows a more realistic comparison of the cases where a total number of 15 lists of 8 items, 
12 lists of 10 items and 10 lists of 12 items will be generated to fulfill 120 received orders. 
Assuming setup and drop-off times are measured in terms of distance on a scale from 10 
to 18 units, total and average units to 120 orders are calculated as it follows: 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Average pick list completion times. 
 
For each problem type, as pick list size increases, total time to fulfill the 120 orders 
decreases. Additionally, as warehouse size increases, time to fulfill the l20 orders also 






Figure 5.14 Average pick list completion time behavior for all problem types. 
 
Simple results show that seed algorithms reduce order fulfillment times 
significantly. Larger lists work better to minimize average fulfillment time independent of 
warehouse size.  
 
5.8  Simulation Analysis of BWOF Algorithms 
In consideration of measuring the pick time performance of the BWOF seed algorithms, 
two developed heuristics: Highest Maximum Fillable Factor and Amplified Maximum 
Fillable Factor are replaced with the basic Narrow Band Order Picking Algorithm. In 
Narrow Band Order Picking Algorithm, the best performing pick list sizes were Ǩ =13, 15, 
17. Therefore, when running the updated simulation, only Ǩ =13, 15, 17 are tested.  
In order to apply the seeds into the simulator, required measures for each bin are added as 
columns in the Location Table where each bin appears only once. That are: 
 
 mff; Maximum fillable factor (number of different SKU’s in a bin) 
 ff; Fillability factor (weighted mff within the range) 




 Generating Pick Lists Using BWOF Algorithms 
 
The picking algorithm used in the simulation in Chapter 4 is updated with the BWOF seed 
algorithms. The difference comes from a set of rules to select the first stop in a pick list. 
The two BWOF heuristics return two seeds. In most cases the two seeds address the same 
bin. When they are different, both seeds are used to generate two different pick lists, and 
the list that provides the shortest fulfillment time is selected and assigned to a picker. 
Therefore, most of the steps in the generation process remained the same such as assigning 
the first pick to the earliest free picker and the search to increment pick stops in a list’s 
search range. Following notations are added: 
 
ffb*  Weighted number of orders that are fillable from bin b* 
iffb*  Improved fillablilty factor of bin b* 
f1,f2  Picking list number, set f1,f2=0 at the start of a period 
 
Pick list generation process is updated using the BWOF algorithms in order to create 
the order pick lists from the picking queue vector Ôj,t. The proposed algorithm is: 
 
1. Initiate the algorithm by setting t=1. 
 
 
2. We assume the picking shift starts at time zero and ends at TP. Let ϕp be the free or 
available time of a picker, and at the start of period set ϕp =0 for all p. 
 
3. Add all orders for t to the order queue Ôj,t. If there an unfilled order from the 
previous period they are also added to Ôj,t. 
 
4.1 Select the first stop in list f to be the first seed, which is the bin with the highest ffb* 
such that: 




4.2 Identify the next available picker p* in the zone where b* is located. 
 
 ϕp* =Min{ ϕp | all p}.  If ϕp* >Tp then no more orders can be processed in this 
period, go to step 9. Let z* be such that p*∊z* where Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z*. Initiate 
a new stocking list f1=f+1 and assign Ṕf1,t =p*. 
 
4.3 Select the earliest pending order j* that could be fulfilled from b* in the queue 
such that:  
 
Cj*,t = Min{ Cj,t | Ii,b*,t ≥Hj,t  for some Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z* where i= Wj,t , for j ∊Ôj,t} 
Set G1,f1,t=j* and Ḋk,f1,t =b*.  
 
Since the picking cannot start till the next customer order arrives set 
δ1,f1,t=Max(ρ+Cj*,t , ϕp*), where is a start delay to allow for more incoming orders to 
be included in the current pick.  
 
In a high volume IFW, though, most often we can expect δ1,f1,t=ϕp*.  Set δ2,f1,t = 
(δ1,f1,t+τe+τwHj*,t), and η=b*. Remove j* from the queue list Ôj,t. and update the 
inventory Ii,b*,t=Ii,b*,t -Hj*,t  where i= Wj*,t. 
 
4.4  Increment the stop to f1=f+1. Add orders to the pick list by searching b* for earliest 
pending order j* in the queue that can be fulfilled within a band of ±Δ bins from 
the current location. 
 
Cj*,t = Min{ Cj,t | Cj,t ≤ δ1,f1,t, Ii,b*,t ≥Hj,t  for some Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z* and  
η-Δ ≤ b* ≤ η+Δ  where i= Wj,t , for j ∊Ôj,t} 
 
If no j* meets the condition then the picking list is ended and go to step 7. Else, Set  
Ḋk,f,t =b*, δ2,f1,t = (δ2,f1,t+τb|η-b*|+τwHj*,t), and η=b*. Remove j* from the queue list 
Ôj,t. and update the inventory Ii,b*,t=Ii,b*,t -Hj*,t  where i= Wj*,t. 
 
4.5 If any of the list stopping conditions is met then no more orders can be added to the 
list: (i) The queue list Ôj,t is empty (ii) Maximum stops k=Ǩ or (iii) Shift has ended  
δ2,f1,t >TP. Else return to step 6 to add more orders. 
 
5.1 Select the first stop in list f to be the second seed, which is the bin with the highest 
iffb* such that: 
 
∗ = Max {∑ ∑   ,  .  ∑ ∑   ,   .  1 −       for  ∈ Ô ,    and δ ∊ ∓  







5.2 Identify the next available picker p* in the zone where b* is located. 
 
 ϕp* =Min{ ϕp | all p}.  If ϕp* >Tp then no more orders can be processed in this 
period, go to step 9. Let z* be such that p*∊z* where Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z*. Initiate 
a new stocking list f2=f+1 and assign Ṕf2,t =p*. 
 
 
5.3 Select the earliest pending order j* that could be fulfilled from b* in the queue such 
that:  
 
Cj*,t = Min{ Cj,t | Ii,b*,t ≥Hj,t  for some Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z* where i= Wj,t , for j ∊Ôj,t} 
Set G1,f2,t=j* and Ḋk,f2,t =b*. Since the picking cannot start till the next customer 
order arrives set δ1,f2,t=Max(ρ+Cj*,t , ϕp*), where is a start delay to allow for more 
incoming orders to be included in the current pick.  
 
In a high volume IFW, though, most often we can expect δ1,f2,t=ϕp*.  Set δ2,f2,t = 
(δ1,f2,t+τe+τwHj*,t), and η=b*. Remove j* from the queue list Ôj,t. and update the 
inventory Ii,b*,t=Ii,b*,t -Hj*,t  where i= Wj*,t. 
 
 
5.4 Increment the stop to f2=f+1. Add orders to the pick list by searching b* for earliest 
pending order j* in the queue that can be fulfilled within a band of ±Δ bins from 
the current location. 
 
Cj*,t = Min{ Cj,t | Cj,t ≤ δ1,f2,t, Ii,b*,t ≥Hj,t  for some Bmin,z* ≤ b* ≤ Bmax,z* and  
η-Δ ≤ b* ≤ η+Δ  where i= Wj,t , for j ∊Ôj,t} 
If no j* meets the condition then the picking list is ended and go to step 7. Else, Set  
Ḋk,f,t =b*, δ2,f2,t = (δ2,f2,t+τb|η-b*|+τwHj*,t), and η=b*. Remove j* from the queue list 
Ôj,t. and update the inventory Ii,b*,t=Ii,b*,t -Hj*,t  where i= Wj*,t. 
 
5.5 If any of the list stopping conditions is met then no more orders can be added to the 
list: (i) The queue list Ôj,t is empty (ii) Maximum stops k=Ǩ or (iii) Shift has ended  
δ2,f2,t >TP. Else return to step 6 to add more orders. 
 
6. Compare list completion times and select f* is completed earlier such that: 
f* = Min {δ2,f1,t, δ2,f2,t} 
 
7. If there are pending orders in Řξ,t then go to step 4.  
 





 General Performance  
 
The experimental problem in Chapter 4 is solved using the BWOF algorithm: 




Table 5.5 demonstrates a comparison of average fulfillment time (in minutes) of the 
Narrow Band Order Picking Algorithm (referred as old) and the Bin Weighed Order 
Fillability Algorithm (referred as new). We compared only the best performing pick list 
sizes for the NBOP algorithm in the first simulation. That are Ǩ = 13, 15, and 17. 
 








 13 15 17 
 old seed old seed old seed 
0.1 69.527 71.87837 70.578 74.020 71.692 74.450 
0.2 64.469 60.05638 67.079 58.325 69.621 54.925 
0.3 62.539 54.13764 64.045 49.629 66.651 48.498 
0.4 62.011 50.71415 63.856 47.216 66.816 45.209 
0.5 60.805 49.39303 62.853 46.241 66.563 43.008 
0.6 59.574 50.837 61882 46.894 64.737 43.098 
0.7 59.140 51.65241 60.636 46.420 64.352 42.312 
0.8 57.377 53.70685 58.614 46.078 62.426 41.851 
0.9 58.265 56.78663 59.749 48.412 63.160 42.560 
N = 400 SKUs M = 3240 Bins     = 3000 in3 
Z = 9 (Equal Size) Sz = 6/zone    Pz = 6/zone  
T = 9 days          Ts = 8 Hours    Tp = 8 Hours 




     
Figure 5.15 The comparison of fulfillment time as function of explosion ratio. 
 
The chart above shows that the BWOF algorithm performs better with explosive 
storage policy than NBOP algorithm. Chapter 4 results showed that among three pick lists 
used, Ǩ = 17 has the weakest performance followed by Ǩ = 15 and Ǩ = 13, respectively. 
An interesting finding is that the new algorithm has the performance order Ǩ flipped. This 
is because the travel distance of pickers are shortened considerably which reversed the 
trade-off between setup time to load/unload and travelling time.  
Another interesting finding is the optimal explosion rate. Using the old algorithm, 
it was found that Ψo = 0.8 provided the shortest fulfillment times across all pick list sizes.  
Whereas the new algorithm’s optimal Ψo is 0.5. Besides fulfillment time advantages, this 
drop allows for a reduction in labor costs of storage operations since higher explosion ratios 
require more handling in smaller quantities. After Ψo = 0.5, average fulfillment time raises 
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Table 5.6 Percent Improvements in Fulfillment Time Using 
BWOF Algorithm 
 13 15 17 
0.2 6.84% 13.58% 22.79% 
0.3 13.43% 23.05% 29.03% 
0.4 18.22% 26.83% 34.84% 
0.5 18.77% 27.32% 38.74% 
0.6 14.67% 25.16% 36.32% 
0.7 12.66% 24.04% 37.27% 
0.8 6.40% 21.85% 35.86% 
0.9 2.54% 19.46% 35.35% 
Average 11.69% 22.66% 33.78% 
 
  Table 5.6 presents percentage improvements on fulfillment time as a function of Ǩ. 
The average gain of improving the NBOP algorithm to the BWOF algorithm is 11.69%, 
22.66%, 33.78% for Ǩ = 13, 15, and 17, respectively. For each list size Ψo = 0.5 provides 
the best results. For Ǩ = 17 and Ψo = 0.5, the BWOF algorithm reduces the average 
fulfillment times much as 39%. 
 
 





























 Economic Advantages of the BWOF Algorithm 
 
Simulation results show that the BWOF Algorithm provides significantly shorter 
fulfillment times with a lower explosion ratio. However, the advantage is not limited with 
picking operations. The table below shows that the stocking time does not change for 
different pick list sizes even though it is very sensitive to the changes in explosion ratio.  
 
      Table 5.7 The Comparison of Mean Stocking Time 
 13 15 17 
 old seed old seed old seed 
0.1 72.282 73.11741 71.713 71.841 72.785 71.247 
0.2 84.601 83.7918 84.887 85.503 83.933 83.395 
0.3 94.766 89.64512 93.591 93.045 94.711 92.840 
0.4 98.409 97.68573 98.643 96.658 99.631 98.757 
0.5 107.457 104.1496 106.311 104.579 106.245 103.560 
0.6 117.361 113.2345 117.367 109.242 118.549 112.710 
0.7 150.089 148.3608 147.958 140.809 146.294 143.888 
0.8 228.195 220.2046 221.460 209.395 226.065 216.091 
0.9 250.532 232.6609 249.137 234.842 249.029 237.555 
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Using the NBOP algorithm where Ǩ = 15, and Ψo = 0.8, average stocking time of an item 
is 221.46 minutes. Whereas using the BWOF algorithm the average stocking time drops d 
to 104.5 minutes. This means the average delay for each received item is about 2 hours.   
 
For each incoming bulk r, let Ar,t  be the arrival time and ,   be the storage time 
of the associated SKU, Cj,t the order receipt time and ,   the order fulfillment time, α be 
the marginal stocking cost per minute and  be the marginal picking cost per minute. Total 
cost of fulfilling an order omitting all other costs is: 
 
  =  αΨo ∑ ∑
, ,
∈ − Ψo ∑ ∑
, ,
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CURRENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
6.1 Current Accomplishments and Significant Findings  
The research conducted in the production of this dissertation accomplishes the following 
significant research objectives: 
1. An observational study is carried out at multiple locations of a leading online retail 
company. IFW operations are identified, and model considerations are formed 
driven by analytical insights synthesized from the observational study. The specific 
research objectives are to identify (i) key IFW differentiators and order flows (ii) 
the decision variables and parameters and (iii) the performance objective.  
 
2. The differentiators are used to identify the decision variables and parameters that 
characterize IFWs and their performance indicators in order to develop and 
formulate descriptive and prescriptive analytical models for the control of IFW 
operations. The model includes a stocking algorithm that is unique to the explosive 
storage policy and a baseline picking algorithm which serves the immediate 
fulfillment objective.  
 
3. Using baseline storage and picking algorithms the order fulfillment time superiority 
of explosive storage is investigated. Model size of the simulation is determined by 
(i) number of unique SKUs stored (ii) number of storage bin locations and (iii) 
number of daily customer orders. The performance objective of these algorithms is 
to reduce a linear fulfillment time objective. 
 
4. A data driven simulation model was built in MS-Access/VBA platform in order to 
analyze the performance behavior of linear fulfillment time. We have simulated the 
IFW behavior to evaluate the response to combinations of two controllable 
variables (i) explosion ratio of incoming bulk, (ii) maximum number of stops that 
a picker should make. 
 
5. A mixed integer programming problem (MIP) is created that minimizes fulfillment 
time for every order by finding the best cluster of items and generating a pick list 






6. The MIP problem is NP-hard, and the integer decision space is way too large to 
efficiently find an optimal solution. The list of candidate picks is very large, and 
the solution space is described by the product of the number of pending orders and 
the active inventory locations. Because of this difficulty, we approach the problem 
by heuristics to reduce the problem size. Firstly, the problem is narrowed down 
without any loss of data by generating lists with (i) order elimination meaning only 
some customer orders, (ii) bin selection which is picking the orders from only some 
selected bins.  
 
 
7. A combination of two heuristic algorithms are developed to select a seed to shorten 
the solution time while minimizing the fulfillment time which we call the Bin 
Weighed Order Fillability (BWOF)Algorithm.  
 
 
8. The BWOF is first tested using the OpenSolver in order to confirm improvement 
in fulfillment and solution time of the problem. It is then, replaced with the baseline 
picking algorithm in the simulation and the results are compared. 
 
 
6.2 Future Work  
There are many empirical studies about e-retailing practices and effects. However there is 
little research that quantitatively investigates fulfillment operations in IFWs. Realizing the 
gap in the existing literature about warehousing methods for the next generation of online 
retailing, the intent is to investigate the issue further and open doors to a large area for 
future researchers who could solve many problems which may or may not have been 
identified by yet. This research conducted in the production of this dissertation has laid the 
basis for the future research opportunities.  
The storage and picking algorithms developed for this research use simple linear 
fulfillment time for analysis. To further reduce fulfilment times, quadratic metrics may be 
used. The advantage of using quadratic fulfillment time kicks in when a penalty is set on 
late fulfillment and the objective function is altered to minimize the penalty. In this case, 
the developed algorithms will give a higher priority to earliest received orders instead of 




In Chapter 4, the simulation analysis that uses the Narrow Band Order Picking 
Algorithm, shows that Ǩ=13, 15, and 17 provide the best results, respectively. Therefore, 
in Chapter 5 only these three are tested for comparison, and it is concluded that using 
BWOF Algorithm, larger lists perform better. In order to explore the benefits of BWOF 
and gather a prescriptive analysis, larger lists than Ǩ=17 should also be tested. 
The calculation capacity of the computer used for this research, restricted the 
simulation to only 22,000 orders of 400 SKU’s in a time frame of 9 days. In order to mimic 
IFWs better, more powerful computers should be used to create larger simulation models. 
 
Improved picking algorithms can be explored. Simple examples may be pre-
processing customer orders and the grouping of orders that are stored together before the 
pick list generation process occurs in order to reduce the calculation load; or, manipulating 
the search bandwidth, pick list size might be adjusted deciding between the opportunity 
cost of adding and item to the list or sending picked items to packing.  
Baseline stocking algorithm may be replaced with a more advanced model. Instead 
of a fully randomized model. An algorithm can be developed that controls the storage of 
items that are sold together or items of same type or family. 
An economic analysis may be conducted to explore the benefits or disadvantages 
of explosive storage and the BWOF policies. These policies require larger warehouse 
space, more labor and more precision than traditional warehousing policies, however 
customer satisfaction and convenience of shopping online bring in more business. The 
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